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ABSTRACT 
 
 Elemental analysis of pottery sherds provided insights on the ceramic 
production in the Huancabamba Valley (northern highland-Peru) and the way in 
which the Incas administrate the provinces. The pottery sherds from six 
archaeological sites selected for elemental analysis indicated the use of similar 
clay sources in the manufacture of pottery. The production of ceramic vessels 
took place at the local level without the strict control of the Inca state. The Incas 
built administrative structures in the Huancabamba Valley in order to maintain 
control of their road system, which connected the north area of Peru to Ecuador. 
The ceramic assemblage recovered from Inca sites does not illustrate typical 
Inca pottery style or decoration from the heartland. The administrative centers 
built by the Incas throughout the Empire provided the means to support state 
activities such as pottery production of local wares. In addition, ethno-historic 
evidence suggests that during the Inca period coastal communities were 
relocated to highland settlements in order to serve as officers in state facilities, or 
to maintain the Inca road system. These coastal communities continue producing 
pottery following the traditional techniques from their homeland. 
                                                                                            1 
 
 
 
CHAPTER ONE: 
INTRODUCTION AND RESEARCH GOALS 
 
 Introduction 
 During the Late Horizon Period (cultural period attributed to the Inca 
Empire), the Andean area was controlled by a centralized government. The Inca 
Empire (1425 to 1523 A.D.) expanded from their capital in Cuzco in all directions. 
By the time the Spanish arrived, the Incas controlled a territory that 
encompasses modern-day Ecuador, Peru, Bolivia, Argentina, and Chile. Prior to 
the Inca Empire, various ethnic groups occupied the northern region of Peru. 
These groups developed an efficient local administrative and political system that 
allowed them to control the productive valley and supported skilled artisans who 
worked under state control. Some of these groups were the Chimu and 
Lambayeque along the north coast and the Cajamarca in the highlands. These 
local groups were economically self-sufficient and in the case of the Chimu 
culture, the accumulation of goods occurred in their capital. Limited military 
expansion and trade was an important aspect of the local economy. The Inca’s 
administration of their empire consisted of the appropriation of the production and 
the natural resources of the subject provinces. Moreover, the accumulation of 
goods occurred in Inca state centers located throughout the Empire.  
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 The Incas, under a centralized government, reorganized the population by 
imposing the decimal system (Julien 1988; Keatinge and Conrad 1983; Ramirez 
1990).  This system allowed the Incas to control the communities within the new 
provinces in a more effective and efficient manner. The Inca economy was based 
on the system of labor-tribute (mit’a) usually imposed on subject communities 
(Conrad 1977; Moseley 1992; Murra 1980; Rowe 1946; Rostworowski 1999).  
The Incas typically sent governors from Cuzco to rule new provinces and to 
teach Inca customs (Cieza de Leon 1864). However, the Inca government of 
northern ethnic groups such as Chimu and Lambayeque, who were conquered in 
the final stages of the imperial expansion, were dependent on local native elites 
(D’Altroy and Bishop 1990; Salomon 1986).  
 Communities under Inca administration also provided, as a part of the 
mit’a system, craft goods such as textiles and pottery. In most cases, the Incas 
relocated communities to specialized productive centers. Pottery was used 
extensively by the state for activities such as ceremonial affairs, in which the Inca 
state established social relations with local ethnic groups located throughout the 
Empire. However, the preexisting local traditions of pottery manufacturing played 
an important role in the variation of the Inca style in each province. The indirect 
Inca rule as manifested in the pottery production can be identified throughout the 
Empire. The construction of new production centers indicated that the Inca state 
reorganized specialized communities in order to produce the craft goods required 
by the state. Thus, it is probable that some specialists were under the auspices 
of the Inca state. Furthermore, local imitation of Inca style appears to have been 
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a mechanism for obtaining the symbolic objects of status and legitimating the 
power of the native nobility. 
  The focus of this thesis research is to examine the physical and elemental 
analysis of pottery sherds from the Huancabamba Valley in order to determine 
the extent of the Inca’s control in the provinces. Pottery sherds are the most 
common material found in the archaeological sites and can be use to determine 
the relative chronology of a site. The sherds used in this research were 
recovered from six sites that have evidence of occupation during the Late 
Horizon.  The cultural materials collected from the Huancabamba Valley were 
obtained during an archaeological survey in 2005, which was conducted by Dr. 
Atsushi Yamamoto and myself. The chronology and function of each 
archaeological site were identified using pottery analysis and architectural 
remains.  The most significant occupation of this valley occurred during the Initial 
Period (1800–900 B.C.) and Early Horizon (900–200 B.C.), when ceremonial 
sites were built along the valley and fine pottery sherds were produced. The 
styles of these pottery exhibit similarities with those of cultural groups located in 
both the coast and the jungle areas. Evidence from later periods shows more 
domestic structures, and during the Late Horizon Period small villages and 
administrative structures such as tampus were built.  
 The material analysis of these pottery sherds was conducted at the 
Museum of Cajamarca (located in the city of Cajamarca, Peru) where the 
archaeological materials from this survey are being stored. Access to the 
material was made possible through the authorization of the Peruvian 
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government.  The analysis of the material was conducted during the course of 
five weeks in the summer of 2011 under the supervision of my academic advisor 
Dr. Robert H. Tykot. The elemental analysis was conducted using a portable X-
ray fluorescence spectrometer from the Laboratory for Archaeological Science & 
Technology. 
 It should be noted that there is a tendency in Peruvian archaeology to use 
the Quechua language spelling of the word “Inka”, but the Spanish spelling, 
“Inca”, is the most commonly used version. Thus to ensure that there is no 
confusion, the Spanish spelling of the word “Inca” will be used throughout this 
thesis. 
 
 Research Goals 
 The primary goal of this research is to understand the Inca occupation of 
the Huancabamba Valley during the Late Horizon and to understand the way in 
which the Inca state governed the subjugated provinces. There is a possibility 
that the occupation of the Huancabamba Valley during the Inca administration 
constituted the relocation of coastal communities. Perhaps these groups 
continued producing pottery that was in keeping with their traditional techniques 
due to the lack of strict controls by the Inca state. The primary research goals 
were broken down into two objectives: 1) identity the pottery types from each site 
in the Huancabamba Valley; and 2) analyze the chemical composition of each 
207 samples of pottery for sourcing.  
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 The first objective was to identify the pottery style from each site in this 
valley.  For this task, typological classification was conducted on the total 207 
pottery sherds samples taking into consideration the Inca pottery shapes and 
style from the Cuzco heartland. The local pottery style from areas controlled by 
the Inca state located in proximity to the Huancabamba valley (such as the north 
coast of Peru and the Cajamarca region) also were considered for comparative 
studies. The identification of local traditions in pottery manufacture during the 
Inca administration is useful in determining the extent of the state’s control in 
subject communities and the flexibility of the Inca government in the provinces.   
The pottery types identified in these areas were used to establish an actual 
chronology of the settlement patterns during the Late Horizon. 
 The second objective was to obtain the chemical composition of each 
pottery sherd samples for sourcing by using a portable X-ray fluorescence 
spectrometer. This portable X-ray machine is a high precision instrument used to 
detect trace elements contained in each sample. The data from this analysis was 
critical in establishing similarities in the chemical composition of each sherd and 
to determine if the pottery was produced with the use of different clay sources. 
The variations in the clay used in the pottery production, as seen in others Inca 
production sites, demonstrated that the Inca state did not impose controls over 
the manufacture of vessels in the Huancabamba Valley. 
 In addition to these two main objectives this thesis also compared the 
changes in the settlement pattern in the Huancabamba Valley. This study used 
the information of early period sites (Initial Period and Early Horizon) and Late 
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Horizon sites. This study provides information about the changes produce in the 
Huancabamba Valley due to the relocation of coastal communities who served to 
the Inca state.  
 This thesis addresses the following research questions:  
 - How did the Inca administer the Huancabamba Valley and organize the 
population? 
 - Was the pottery production in this valley under Inca control, or were the 
inhabitants allowed to use their own local techniques and local materials? 
 - What changes in settlement patterns can be recognized in the 
Huancabamba Valley during the Late Horizon? 
 Archaeological information about the way the Inca ruled in the provincial 
areas was used to examine the manner in which the Inca governed the provinces 
throughout the Empire and their organization of labor and craft production.  This 
comparative study with other areas under Inca rule illustrates the different 
strategies used by the Inca state to govern their provinces. The control of the 
pottery production varied between state centers and domestic context; because 
Inca-style pottery was produce in the state centers while local pottery style was 
produce in domestic areas. Thus it is clear that local pottery production 
conducted outside of the Inca state centers maintained their local techniques. 
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CHAPTER TWO: 
THE INCA SOCIO POLITICAL ORGANIZATION 
 
 The Inca State 
 The Inca Empire, or Tahuantinsuyu (1425-1532), was the last Andean 
polity to control a vast territory in the Andes before the Spanish conquest (Table 
2.1). Their origins are obscure and myths state that military heroes played an 
important role in the Incas decision to settle in the Cuzco region. Archaeological 
evidence suggest that after the collapse of Wari and Tiwanaku hegemony (ca. 
1000 A.D.), several ethnics groups formed small independent polities and fought 
for the control of natural resources during the Late Intermediate Period (Conlee 
et al. 2004). The Incas were one of these groups that arrived to the Cuzco region 
and fought for the control of fertile lands.  
 Studies of settlement patterns in the Cuzco region suggest that the 
development of the Inca state was a gradual process that involved alliances and 
military actions in order to integrate the various ethnic groups in the Cuzco region 
into one unified polity (Bauer and Covey 2002). Thus, the Inca imperial 
expansion occurred after their domination of the Cuzco region (D’Altroy and 
Schreiber 2004; Rostworowski 1999). One could say that the local conflict in the 
Cuzco region provided the Incas with an ideal situation to expand their imperial 
rule.  Moreover, environmental changes during the Late Intermediate Period 
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could have affected the ability for ethnic groups to survive in this area. The most 
reliable record of paleoclimate comes from ice coring work conducted at the 
Quelccaya Glacier. According to the ice cap records, an event of low precipitation 
occurred between 1245-1310 A.D. (Ortloff and Kolata 1993), which directly 
impacted large-scale agriculture and forced ethnic groups to expand in order to 
obtain the necessary resources to survive.   
 
Table 2.1. Chronology of Peruvian cultures adapted from Moseley 1992 and     
Julien 1988 
Time Horizon/Period North Coast South Highland Cajamarca 
1500  - Late Horizon Inca Inca  
  
Final 
1250  - 
Late 
Intermediate 
 
Chimu Killke 
Cajamarca 
 Period 
Lambayeque  
  
1000  - 
  Late 
  
or Sican 
Cajamarca 
750  - Middle Horizon 
  Wari 
 
  
 
  Pikillaqta Middle 
Moche 
 
  Cajamarca 
500  - 
Early 
Intermediate  
Period 
 
  
 
  
 
  Early 
250  -  
  Cajamarca 
 
  
 
  
A.D. 
 
  Initial 
B.C Gallinazo 
 
  Cajamarca 
  Salinar 
 
  
 
  
500  - Early Horizon Cupisnique Chanapata 
Layzon 
 
  
1000  - 
Initial Period 
 
  
Marcavalle 
Huacaloma 
  Caballo Muerto 
   2000            
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 Another factor that caused the Inca expansion was the need to obtain 
fertile land under their control in order to support the Andean system of 
reciprocity (Rostworowski 1999). Reciprocity was a socio-economic organization 
that allowed the exchange of labor service for wealth or staple goods. The Inca 
imperial expansion took less than 100 years and by the time the Spanish arrived 
in Peru the Incas occupied a significant amount of territory that today would 
encompass modern day Ecuador, Peru, Bolivia, Chile, and Argentina (Figure 
2.1), and integrated almost 80 different ethnic groups (Rowe 1946:262). 
 
 
Figure 2.1. Inca Empire or Tahuantinsuyo 
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 The head of the Inca Empire was called the Sapa Inca, or Inca King, who 
was the absolute ruler and possessed political, social, military and sacred 
leadership (D’Altroy 2002; Rostworowski 1999).  As in a typical monarchy, power 
was passed down from father to son. In terms of hierarchy, below the Inca king 
and his family were two classes of aristocratic Inca kin and an honorary class of 
Inca nobility. The most important Inca royalty were the panaca, which was 
comprised of descendants of the deceased ruler, the only one descendant 
excluded of the panaca was the new Sapa Inca. The function of the panaca was 
to preserve the mummy of the deceased emperor, administer his estate, and 
maintain his memory throughout the generations (D’Altroy 2002; Rostworowski 
1988, 1999). The second group consisted of the “Incas of blood,” who were noble 
kingroups related to the royal family. The last elite group was comprised of ethnic 
groups who occupied the Cuzco region prior to the Inca arrival, and they 
represented a large social stratum of taxpayers who supported the Inca elite and 
occupied lower level bureaucratic positions throughout the Empire (Rowe 
1946:260-261). 
 The High Priest of the Sun was probably the second most powerful 
individual in the Empire (Rostworowski 1999:228), and part of his power 
consisted of confirming the selection of a new emperor into office. During the last 
periods of the Inca Empire the priest also assumed the role of field marshal in 
times of war (D’Altroy 2002:99).  
 The Tahuantinsuyu was divided into four administrative regions called 
suyu, which comprised approximately 80 provinces. Each province contained a 
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variable number of ayllus, or kin groups, who had their own land and resources. 
The ayllus constituted the basic production of the Inca state (Murra 1980, 2009; 
Moseley 1992; Rowe 1946; Zuidema 1964), and thus the Inca economy was 
based primarily on the support of the ayllus’ labor force. According to D’Altroy 
and Earle (1992), the Inca political economy was based on the production of 
staples and wealth goods. For an expansionist state, the production of staple 
goods supported the bureaucratic system and military campaigns. The 
concentration of staple products within a region and their storage in state 
warehouses was a strategic adaptation derived from the Inca expansion. This 
strategy allowed the support of state personnel in the provinces and eliminated 
the transportation cost of products. Wealth goods consisted of prestige items that 
were under the control of the Inca state and were distributed among the elite 
communities that were governed by the Incas. This type of economy served as a 
mechanism of integration and preservation for the entire state system. For this 
reason the accumulation of goods was one of the main goals of the Inca state. 
Rowe (1946) affirms that the Inca state, under the system of reciprocity, ensured 
that the populace had what they needed in exchange for labor. The Inca state 
has been classified as a socialist state due to the manner in which they ensured 
the well being of the populace. 
 The Inca religion was an integral component of state expansion and was 
imposed on the communities whom they conquered. For the Incas the Creator 
god was the most important followed by the Sun god, who was supposedly an 
ancestor of the royal house (D’Altroy 2002:108). The Incas built shrines, or 
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ushnus, in important towns within a province, which was in keeping with the 
Cuzco system. The Incas believed that almost everything contained supernatural 
powers, thus the Incas accepted the deities and sacred objects of the people that 
they conquered.  When a new province was conquered, its chief deity, or sacred 
object, was taken to Cuzco and kept in the temple of the Sun or in another 
religious structure (Polo de Ondegardo 1940:183-184).  
 
 The Inca Administration in the Provinces 
 The incorporation of new territories by the Incas directly impacted their 
political and economic systems at the local level, so in order to secure the food 
production in a new region, the Incas reorganized the land and the population. 
The reorganization of the land consisted of dividing agricultural field into three 
parts – one part was given to the religious institutions; the Inca state assumed 
control of the second part; and the third part was given to the commoners (Cobo 
1979:211-215). The religious lands were cultivated first and were used to support 
the religious functionaries, such as priests and shrines attendants.  Imperial 
lands were cultivated after the religious lands and were used to support the Inca 
court and government. The lands allocated to the religious institutions and the 
Inca state were under Cuzco’s direct control and the land given to the 
commoners belonged to the ayllus. This land was then be redistributed annually 
by the Kuraka (local leader) in accordance with each family‘s size (Moseley 
1992). It is clear that the incorporation of a new province to the Tahuantinsuyu 
constituted the alienation of local ethic lands that were transformed into state 
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lands. In some cases, the population of a highly productive area was deported 
and its agricultural lands became the possession of the Inca state (Murra 2009; 
Wachtel 1982).  Besides the appropriation of land, the Incas also claimed all of 
the raw resources including minerals and forests. The Incas were clever and 
gave land back to the community in order to obtain a larger labor force or mit’a 
(D’Altroy and Schreiber 2004:266). Thus the Incas established enclaves for 
intensive agricultural production and for administrative purposes, such as tax 
collection, transportation, communication, and military control (La Lone and La 
Lone 1987), in other areas entire communities were relocated in order to clear 
the land for state production (D’Altroy 2002).   
Local communities under Inca domination were obligated to pay tribute to 
the state in the form of labor; this system was called mit'a. The labor force was a 
key source of revenue for the Inca state and provided the means to support a 
vast bureaucracy, build administrative centers, produce staples for the state and 
the priesthood, and acquire military conscripts. According to Julien (1982), one of 
the obligations of the local provincial lord was to provide individuals for the Incas’ 
labor force. The mit’a service consisted of requiring the head of the household, or 
hatum runa, to become a part of the labor force, and all married men between 
the ages of 25 and 50 fell into this category. Since the hatun runa made up about 
15 to 20 percent of the Empire’s population, the Incas had roughly two million 
workers at their disposal (D’Altroy 2002:266). The mit’a service was required for 
different tasks according to the season of the year, and was performed at varying 
levels within the same ayllu (Rostworowski 1999). Each mit’a task was based on 
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the size of the population and the available resources that could be exploited. 
Some of the mit’a duties included farming and herding, masonry, mining, 
portage, artisan, and military service or guard duties. As compensation for their 
labor, each laborer was entitled to food and chicha or maize beer (D’Altroy and 
Schreiber 2004:267). According to Le Vine (1987), the labor force was divided 
into four categories: 1) individuals who remained in their region but were 
available to work year round for the state; 2) individuals who worked full-time in 
their region or occasionally in another region; 3) individuals who were forced to 
relocate to new areas (mitmaqs) to perform either agricultural or security services 
for the state; and 4) individuals who were permanently relocated from their ethnic 
group. It should be noted that the fourth group included “specialists,” who were 
attached to the state for life and were assigned to work at state centers or in 
Cuzco. 
Under the tribute system the Inca state was organized into decimal units, 
which meant that each head of household was assigned to a unit based on age 
(Moseley 1992). Each tributary household included a married couple, and 
females who were heads of households and contained adolescents able to work 
were also counted (Julien 1982). Each decimal unit consisted of a number of 
household ranging from 10 to 10, 000 (Table 2.2) and either the governor, or the 
Inca state, appointed an officer to oversee each decimal unit. Rostworowski 
(1999) suggested that other ethnic groups prior to the Incas used the decimal 
unit system. Whereas, Zuidema (1964) affirms that the Incas took the decimal 
unit system from the Chimu political organization.  
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The Incas instituted a policy of incorporating local leaders into their state 
bureaucracy, which allowed them to rule without altering the social structure of 
the conquered community. The reorganization of the population into an Inca 
administration was not easily accomplished since the rapid expansion of the Inca 
Empire limited their ability to establish the decimal unit system in newly 
conquered provinces. The fear of rebellion or resistance by ethnic groups played 
a key role in the imposition of a new administrative system. Interestingly enough, 
there is no evidence of a decimal unit system in the provinces where modern day 
Chile and Argentina are located (D’Altroy 2002). However, in parts of the Andes 
the decimal unit system persisted until the 18th century (Julien 1988).  The Inca 
decimal administration was established as a way to assign the division of labor 
amongst the provinces by the state, thus one could say that the decimal 
administration was basically a labor recruitment organization (Julien 1982:120).  
                                     Table 2.2 Inca decimal system 
                                     (adapted from Julien 1982) 
Heads of Household  Administrative Unit 
    
10 000 Hunu 
5000 Piska waranqa 
1000 Waranqa 
500 Piska pachaka 
100 Pachaka 
50 Piska chunka 
10 Chunka 
 
The mobilization of goods and communities throughout the Inca Empire 
required the construction of an effective road system (Figure 2.2), which 
consisted of approximately 40,000 kilometers of road (Hyslop 1984). This road 
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connected the various ecological regions within the empire and symbolized the 
Inca state’s authority and power. The Inca road system most likely incorporated 
existing roads built by ethnic groups who were conquered by the Empire (Hyslop 
1984; D’Altroy 2002). The road system was utilized primarily for state business, 
which included the mobilization of state personnel, armies, logistical support, and 
mitmaqs (colonists). According to Hyslop (1984), the Cuzco – Quito highland 
route, also known as the Chinchay Suyu road, was the most important road 
within the Empire. However, the dimensions of the road shrank in width in the 
north most likely due to environmental conditions. Other important roads within 
the Empire included the Road of the Pacific Coast and the highland road south of 
Cuzco, also known as the Qolla Suyu road. 
 
Figure 2.2. Inca Road System (adapted from Hyslop 1984) 
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The Inca state built two types of administrative structures along the road 
system as a means of controlling the provinces. Structures of the first type were 
small sites called tampus that functioned as way stations for state personnel. The 
second type was the administrative centers, which served a wide variety of 
functions (Conrad 1977; Morris 1982). In James Snead’s (1992) study of Inca 
infrastructure, he identified four different types of state centers that were based 
on their size and the number of storage areas. The size of the administrative 
centers was directly correlated to the number of taxpayers, or subjects, under the 
center’s control (Hyslop 1990). In addition to the storage of staple products, 
which provided logistical support for state affairs, the administrative centers were 
also used to control labor services and ritual activities (D’Altroy 1981; Le Vine 
1987; Morris 1982; Morris and Thompson 1985). The smallest of these 
administrative centers were the tampus (way stations), that contained limited 
storage areas and their primary purpose was to provide support to state 
functionaries, or authorized messengers, utilizing the road system. According to 
Hyslop (1984), these way stations were also used for ceremonial purposes and 
local techniques and materials were used to build over 2,000 tampus located 
along the road system.  
The resettlement of conquered communities was another important policy 
for the Inca state. Mitmaqs is the word used by the Incas to refer to the 
conquered communities which were relocated to either a strategic enclave or 
production center, which in many instances forced these conquered communities 
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to move miles away from their respective homelands. The mitmaq communities 
were usually relocated to agricultural lands in order to produce staples that would 
support the state (Moseley 1992; LeVine 1987). Individuals with special skills like 
metal smiths, weavers, potters, farmers, masons, and miners were relocated to 
provincial sate installations in order to produce crafts for the state. According to 
Moseley (1992:10), the Incas relocated loyal communities to hostile regions while 
rival communities were relocated to areas that would aid in consolidating newly 
acquired territories. D’Altroy (2002) argues that the main reason for resettling 
these communities was to quell populations that threaten Inca security.  
The Inca state provided the mitmaq communities with agricultural lands in 
order to make them self-sufficient (D’Altroy 2002; Lorandi 2009). Interestingly 
enough, the mitmaq (colonists) were required to wear traditional clothing from 
their homeland and speak their native language, and yet restrictions were placed 
on their social interactions with other locally-based ethnic groups in an effort to 
limit their ties to the homeland or ethnic lord. This would most likely explain why 
mitmaqs communities returned to their homelands after the collapse of the Inca 
Empire, whereas other groups remained on the lands provided by the Incas and 
fostered social relations with other locally based ethnic groups.   
 
 The Inca Occupation in the North of Peru 
 During the Inca expansion, the Chimu Empire (900-1470 A.D.) dominated 
the north coast of Peru as the last pre-Inca polity (Figure 2.3). The Chimu Empire 
controlled a vast area of the coastline from Tumbes in the north to Chillon in the 
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south (Topic 1990). Chan Chan, located in the Moche Valley, was the capital of 
the Chimu Empire, and contained high-walled adobe enclosures that served as 
the royal residence for the Chimu Capac (Chimu King), while smaller homes 
were built for the nobility and for craft production. Due to the Empire’s close 
proximity to the coastline, the Chimu society depended largely on marine 
resources and constructed an efficient irrigation network to support their 
agricultural lands in the desert valley. The Chimu’s irrigation network enabled 
them to irrigate two-thirds of their lands located on the Pacific coast, which 
represented two-thirds of the coastal population (Moseley 1990).    
 During the Chimu Empire’s expansionary period they assimilated different 
ethnic groups, and constructed administrative centers as a means of 
consolidating their authority in these newly acquired territories. Thus these 
administrative centers were built in the north and south regions of the Empire 
(Figure 2.3), Farfan in the north (Conrad 1990; Keatinge and Conrad 1983), and 
Manchan in the south (Mackey and Klymyshyn 1990).  
 The sociopolitical organization of the north coast was based on kin groups 
or parcialidades (part of the whole), led by headmen, lords, or paramount rulers 
according to their hierarchical position (Netherly 1984). At the lowest level, the 
parcialidades were grouped according to their economic activities with 
specialists, such as artisans, being grouped into larger sociopolitical units under 
the control of a higher-ranked ruler.    
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Figure 2.3. Chimu Empire (adapted from Mackey and Klymyshyn 1990:197) 
 
 While the Incas conquered the north coast of Peru in 1470 A.D. (Moseley 
1990, 1992), Inca-style architecture has yet to be discovered in this region, and 
any evidence of Inca occupation and administration of the north can only be 
found in ethno-historical documents. Since the Inca policy normally dictated that 
newly acquired provinces were automatically placed under the decimal unit 
system, it can only be assumed that the Chimu Empire was already divided using 
this exact same system prior to the Inca’s arrival (Ramirez 1990). Ramirez also 
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argues that the Inca’s imposition of the decimal unit system along the north coast 
consisted solely of renaming existing traditional hierarchies but only at the 
highest levels of the political organization. The reorganization of the land and its 
limits in the north coast has been noted in colonial documents. This delimitation 
could be attributed to preexisting boundaries based on the Chimu canal system, 
which is a reference to land worked by the Chimu for the Incas near the city of 
Trujillo (located along the north coast), which has also been noted in colonial 
documents (Ramirez 1990). The products (both made and cultivated) from these 
lands were delivered to the Inca’s regional administrative center in modern day 
Cajamarca to support their bureaucracy and infrastructure. Regional centers 
located in the highlands controlled coastal production and according to Dillehay 
(1977), such bureaucratic practices were also reported in the Chillon Valley, 
located on the coast. Another Inca administrative policy was the relocation of 
communities to the north coast in order to fulfill state needs, and coastal mitmas 
were noted in the northern highlands, however there is limited information about 
the specific duties that were carried out in areas outside of the inhabitant’s 
homelands. According to Cieza de Leon (1967), the Incas permanently relocated 
communities to relatively distant locations in order to assist with garrison duties 
or to serve another lord, and in some instances metal workers were sent to 
Cuzco. 
 The Incas conquered Cajamarca around 1460 A.D. (Rowe 1946) and 
according to Garcilaso de la Vega (1966), the inhabitants of Cajamarca resisted 
and fought the Incas in several battles and surrendered after four months. As a 
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result, the city was then transformed into an administrative center (Cieza de Leon 
1959), and archaeological evidence suggests that Cajamarca was not the native 
center of power prior to Inca occupation. The Incas converted Cajamarca into a 
provincial capital (Julien 1993), and with the Spanish arrival (visita) to Cajamarca 
in 1540 A.D. it was noted that the mitmaq communities located along the 
coastline (from Pacasmayo, Zaña, Cinto, Chuspo, Tucume, and Collique) had 
been relocated by the Incas to serve as tampus (Espinoza 1967). The mitmaq of 
the Collique community consisted of potters and were therefore relocated to 
Cajamarca in order to produce pottery for the state (Espinoza 1969-70). 
 According to Xerex (1985), the city of Cajamarca contained over 2,000 
inhabitants and was made of adobe wall (tapia) structures that surrounded a 
large plaza. The city also had storehouses that contained army supplies and the 
Inca king had a luxurious home complete with a hot bath. Xerex notes that the 
city’s chosen women in the acllawasi were tasked to produce cloth. At the time of 
the Spanish conquest, Cajamarca Province was divided into seven administrative 
units; five units represented pre-Inca divisions, and two units created by the 
Incas (Julien 1988:193). The inclusion of mitmaq communities in the city of 
Cajamarca illustrates efforts by the Incan state to integrate the region politically 
(Julien 1993).  
 It is evident that the Incas transformed Cajamarca into a key regional 
center designed to store tribute from the highlands and the coast while also 
serving as a garrison. Unfortunately the majority of the city’s structures were 
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demolished during the Spanish conquest, and by the time Cieza de Leon visited 
the city (40 years later) few Incan structures remained.  
  Archaeological evidence of Inca occupation in the Huancabamba Valley 
can be seen in the remains of the Inca road system and two tampus (way 
stations), which also served as small administrative units. The lack of ethno-
historical information makes it difficult to discern which of the seven 
administrative units controlled the Huancabamba Valley. Pottery sherds found in 
Late Horizon sites in the valley are similar to those found in the north coast 
region. According to Espinoza (1967, 1969-70), coastal communities were 
relocated from the coast to the highlands to act as Inca way stations, and it is 
probable that the coastal mitmaq communities were tasked with the 
administration of these way stations, and most likely controlled one of the two 
administrative units established by the Incas in the Cajamarca region. 
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CHAPTER THREE: 
INCA CERAMIC PRODUCTION 
 
 Craft Production 
 The production of craft goods is directly correlated to the relationship 
between artisans and consumers, or elite groups, and Costin (1986:331-345, 
1991:11-18) identified four characteristics in the organization of production. The 
first characteristic is the context of production, which signified the degree of 
demand for a particular object, this kind of production can be “attached” or 
“independent” (Earle 1981; Hagstrum 1986). Attached specialists produced high-
value objects for consumption by the elite in order to maintain political power and 
social inequalities, and their production fell under the strict control of the elite or 
patron. On the other hand, Independent specialists produced utilitarian objects 
for broad distribution, which were designed to help maintain the household 
economy.  
 The second characteristic is the concentration of production, which 
described the relationship between specialists and consumers. Specialists 
resided locally within the populace, usually in one specific location, thus 
minimizing transportation costs and time between their workshops and their 
consumers. 
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 The third characteristic is the constitution of the production, which directly 
correlated the number of individuals involved in the production and their societal 
relations. Objects were normally produced at the household level by either a 
single individual or a small kin group. Objects produced in a workshop were 
made by individuals who were recruited either voluntarily or involuntarily by the 
elite or a patron.  
 The fourth characteristic is the intensity of production, which is directly 
related to the amount of time dedicated to the production of these objects.   
Some of these specialists worked part-time, combining the production of objects 
and their agricultural labor. Those individuals who worked full-time produced a 
specific object, or worked on a specific task, and therefore they had to rely on 
other members of society to obtain basic goods. 
 These characteristic in the organization of the production can be useful to 
identify how the production of pottery was organized in the Huancabamba Valley 
during the Late Horizon. The archaeological survey conducted in 2005 in this 
valley does not show evidence of production centers built by the Incas. 
Moreover, the majority of pottery sherds recovered from the six Late Horizon 
sites used in this thesis correspond to domestic pottery while fine pottery sherds 
is limited in the assemblage. It is probable that the pottery production in the 
Huancabamba Valley occurred at the household level on a part-time basis and 
without the strict control of the Inca state.  
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 The Organization of the Ceramic Production in the Inca Empire 
 The following examples represent the various types of ceramic production 
that occurred within the different regions of the Inca Empire, which will aid in 
understanding how the Inca state organized pottery production within the 
provinces (Figure 3.1).  
 
Figure 3.1. Inca pottery production sites mentioned in the text 
.  
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 Huanuco Region 
 In this region, the Incas built one of the most important administrative 
centers within the empire called Huanuco Pampa. Ethno-historic information 
about the pottery production in this region was documented in two visitas, or 
colonial census (Morris and Thompson 1985). The first visita was conducted in 
1549 by Juan de Mori and Hernando Alonso Malpartida and produced 
information about the Inca's taxation system, to include a comment that 40 
workers were in charge of pottery production. In 1562, the second visita was 
conducted by Iñigo Ortiz de Zuñiga, who did not mention in his report the number 
of workers in charge of pottery production. Zuñiga, however, did report that pots 
and other clay objects were stored in Huanuco Pampa. Zuñiga also mentioned in 
his report that part of Huanuco was previously occupied by three main ethnic 
groups. The Chupaychu and the Yacha, were the two majority ethnic groups and 
natives to the region. The third group consisted of inhabitants from other regions 
who were relocated to Huanuco by the Incas from areas that originally belonged 
to the Chupaychu. 
 Archaeological investigations conducted in Huanuco Pampa by Craig 
Morris and Edward Thompson (1985) revealed that the majority of the vessels 
found at the site were local imitations of Cuzco pottery. Morris and Thompson 
noted that the large pottery jars in Huanuco had a more globular body and 
rounded shoulders compared to those found in Cuzco. Furthermore, plates and 
pots found in Huanuco were wider than those found in Cuzco. Pottery of this 
nature was rarely found in the towns and villages that served Huanuco Pampa.   
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The presence of imitation Inca pottery in the administrative center and some 
installations suggests that the Inca state produced and distributed pottery as a 
means of symbolizing their power and control. The discovery of state pottery in 
Huanuco Pampa is an indication that this area was used for official activities, and 
excluded the use of locally produced pottery.     
 Based on this evidence, one can conclude that the local potters were 
tasked by the Inca state to produce specific pottery for tribute and that the 
majority of the pottery produced was used at imperial Inca sites within the region.  
In all likelihood, many of the inhabitants residing in this administrative center 
were villagers consigned to labor service, and they lived in Inca-inspired homes 
and used Inca-style pottery in their kitchens (Morris and Thompson 1970:325). 
 
 Xauxa Region 
 The majority of information about Incan pottery production in this area 
comes from the Upper Mantaro Archaeological Research Project (UMARP).   
This region was homeland of the Wanka polity and the Incas constructed an 
important administrative center in this area called Hatun Xauxa. In order to 
discern how the Incas administered the region’s pottery production 
archaeologists recovered samples from different towns and state installations.  
 Pottery classification identified five categories of Inca pottery in the region: 
1) Cuzco Inca – vessels likely imported from the capital; 2) Provincial or Xauxa 
Inca – pots in the Cuzco style, but were mostly likely produced at the provincial 
level for the state; 3) Local Inca – poor imitations of Cuzco Inca pottery; 4) 
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Wanka Inca – a combination of stylistic and morphological characteristics from 
Cuzco and indigenous styles from Upper Mantaro; and 5) a series of indigenous 
Upper Mantaro types that included Base Roja, Base Clara, and Wanka Reds 
(D’Altroy 2001:248). While remains of the Inca style pottery were prevalent in the 
Upper Mantaro sites, major quantities of Inca-styled pottery discovered near the 
provincial capital of Hatun Xauxa (Figure 3.1) were also found in the region’s two 
largest towns of Hatunmarca and Marca. 
 While the Inca state center used Cuzco style ceramics exclusively in this 
area it is in contrast to the pottery found in the elite areas of Hatunmarca and 
Marca, two of the major towns located in this region. In addition to the use of 
Cuzco-style pottery, the inhabitants of these two towns also used local domestic 
wares, this type of pottery was absent in the provincial capital of Hatun Xauxa.   
D’Altroy suggested that the presence of Inca-style pottery in the residences of 
the local natives illustrates that the Incas established a relationship between the 
state and local elites. Clearly, the Incas used distinctive pottery as a means of 
building and reinforcing their ties with the conquered inhabitants of Upper 
Mantaro (D’Altroy 2001:264). 
 The study of ceramic production in the Xauxa region conducted by Cathy 
Costin before and after the Inca occupation suggests that local, domestic 
utilitarian structures and networks were left undisturbed. Moreover, Costin 
(2001:231) noted that the same forms were produced and the potters used the 
same technology. Costin also suggested that the access to raw material for local 
ceramic production most likely remained the same after the Incan conquest.  
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 The Incas established a new production system for Inca style vessels that 
were politically and socially symbolic. In order to produce this new style, potters 
worked directly for the state and supervised conditions, whereby they were 
probably allocated a set amount of raw materials from a central storage facility 
and given general instructions regarding the vessel’s shape and design (Costin 
2001:240). 
 Compositional analysis on the pottery from Upper Mantaro conducted by 
D’Altroy and Bishop (1990) revealed that the chemical composition was different 
from the pottery produced in Cuzco and Lake Titicaca, but was similar to the Inca 
pottery produced in the provincial capital of Tarma, located north of Hatun Xauxa.  
The analysis was performed using an instrumental neutron activation analysis 
(INAA) on 173 pottery sherds from four regions -- Cuzco, the imperial capital; the 
island of the sun in Lake Titicaca; the upper Mantaro Valley of the central 
Peruvian highlands; and Tarma, the next province to the north of Mantaro. 
However, thin-section analysis was not conducted on the pottery sherds from 
these four regions. The analysis results validated that two production sources 
were used in the manufacture of Inca pottery in this region, and that the sources 
differed from the clay used for local pottery production. The results from the 
compositional analysis suggest that state personnel controlled the production of 
ceramics in the Cuzco polychrome style by appropriating, in part, the sources of 
raw materials that could be used (D’Altroy 2001:249). Unfortunately, there is no 
information regarding the Incas use of local potters or the presence of potters 
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from other regions, who may have been brought to Xauxa region under the 
mitmaq system, to produce pottery for the state.  
 
 Lake Titicaca Region 
 Prior to Inca conquest, this region was dominated by several organized 
polities, which included the Lupaca and Qolla. According to Julien (1982), the 
Incas respected the way in which the inhabitants organized a number of 
prominent urban centers in the Lupaca Province (Julien 1982:133). 
 Ethno-historic documents contain insights on the process by which the 
Incas administered pottery production in this region. In 1586, Mercado de 
Peñalosa conducted a colonial census and noted that the pottery production site 
located on the southern shores of Lake Titicaca, called Guaqui, was where 
potters manufactured jars and ollas. A difference census conducted in 1567 by 
Diez de San Miguel noted that the town of Cupi was in charge of the pottery 
production that was produced by the various potters who came from different 
towns within Lupaca Province. Archaeological investigations conducted by 
Geoffrey Spurling on the production center in Milliraya (located on the northern 
side of Lake Titicaca), discovered a high variation of pottery shapes and 
decorations. The results illustrate that the potters produced Inca style pottery and 
pottery that was in keeping with local traditions. Spurling (1992) also identified 
the incorporation of new elements into the pottery that differed from the local and 
Cuzco styles. This variation in pottery types resulted in the creation of new 
pottery shapes in the Lake Titicaca Basin. 
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 Pottery sherds from Milliraya due to the variability of the paste 
demonstrate that pottery was produced using different clay sources. The closest 
imitations of Cuzco Inca pottery were provincial Inca wares and those objects 
that contained Inca influence. These objects were products manufactured by 
local potters, who incorporated Inca designs into the ceramics (Spurling 
1992:389). Ceramics discovered at other sites revealed that pottery produced for 
local consumption was influenced by the Cuzco style pottery. The variation of 
pottery production in Milliraya highlighted the Inca state’s flexibility regarding the 
production of ceramics. 
 
 Cajamarca Region 
 This region was controlled by a major administrative center located in the 
city of Cajamarca, and contained a large storage facility and military garrison 
according to Spanish sources. Cajamarca served as an Inca administrative hub 
that controlled the surrounding highland and the north coast of Peru. 
 As a result of the Inca conquest of the north region of Peru, many 
indigenous communities were relocated under the mitmaq system, and according 
to Spanish colonial documents, the Incas relocated potters from the Collique 
community, a polity located on the north coast, to Cajamarca in order to produce 
pottery for the Inca state (Espinoza 1696-70). The potters from Collique were 
called yanayuca, since they were specialists attached to the Inca elite and were 
excluded from the mit’a; however it is unclear if they continued to serve their 
homeland lords.  After the fall of the Inca Empire, many of the yanayucas 
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returned to their homelands, thus proving that they did maintain ties with their 
homeland communities while under Inca control (Spurling 1992:248).    
 The potters from Collique were most likely tasked with producing Inca 
style wares and it is probable that part of their pottery production included the 
traditional north coastal style (Hayashida 1995). Cieza de Leon noted that metal 
smiths from Chan Chan (the Chimu capital) were sent to Cuzco and other state 
installations, while Chimu-style textiles were produced and distributed under the 
auspices of the Inca state (Rowe 1982). North coast style pottery has been 
discovered at important Inca sites like Machu Picchu (Bingham 1930:131) and 
Huanuco Pampa (Morris 1974:114). 
 
 South Coast of Peru   
 Prior to the Inca expansion, the south coast of Peru contained various 
polities to include Cañete, Chincha, and Ica. According to some Spanish colonial 
documents, the Chincha polity peacefully submitted to the Inca control, and the 
administrative center in the Chincha Valley formed part of the building complex 
called La Centinela, which was constructed using tapia (adobe walls) that was in 
keeping with local traditions (Menzel 1959). The architecture found in this valley 
suggests that the inhabitants of Chincha had a centralized administration prior 
the Inca arrival, thus the Incas placed their administrative center in the native 
Chincha capital.  At the time of the Incas arrival there were four native pottery 
styles in the region (Chincha, Ica, Poroma, and Acari) and of the four styles; the 
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Ica tradition contained the most detailed chronology and archaeological 
association. 
 The morphological analysis of the south coastal pottery conducted by 
Dorothy Menzel (1959) discovered that burial materials from the Uhle collection 
at the University of California’s Museum of Anthropology highlights a variety of 
styles from the Inca period.  In this region three different pottery styles were 
discovered: with the first being the Inca pottery style, which probably came from 
the Cuzco area, and local imitations of the Cuzco style. The second was the Ica-
Inca style, which was locally manufactured pottery that incorporated some Inca 
features. The third was the Chimu-style that consisted of vessels imported from 
the north coast or local imitations.  
 A survey conducted in the Ica Valley illustrated that the Inca and Ica-Inca 
style pottery was concentrated in the Inca administrative site of Old Ica (Menzel 
1959:133-134). In other sites within the valley, the presence of Inca style pottery 
is rare. This evidence shows that the Inca influence was concentrated in the 
native nobility and in the areas located near the administrative site. According to 
Menzel, Inca-style pottery was the most prestigious style found in the Ica Valley 
during the Late Horizon, followed by the Ica-Inca pottery style. 
 The arrival of the Incas to this region introduced Inca-style pottery that 
would then be imitated by local potters. The Inca-style influence on local potters 
created a series of new styles that contained features borrowed from earlier 
pottery styles and incorporated traits from other areas such as Nasca, 
Pachacamac, and the Lake Titicaca Basin (Menzel 1959). 
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 Archaeological studies conducted in the Cotahuasi Valley (located in 
modern day city of Arequipa) by Jennings and Yepez identified sites that were 
under the control of the Incas during the Late Horizon, and they discovered two 
new ceramic styles in this valley region – “Chapi” and “Huayllura.” The Chapi 
style was similar in form, decoration and firing technique to Incan pottery from 
Cuzco, and the Huayllura style consisted of local wares that adopted the shapes 
and style of the Inca pottery and were mostly used in domestic contexts 
(Jennings and Yepez 2008). Unfortunately there is no evidence of a large 
ceramic production center in this valley during the Late Horizon. 
 
 North Coast of Peru 
 At the time of the Inca conquest, the Chimu polity ruled the north coast of 
Peru, and archaeological evidence of Inca occupation appears in the Inca pottery 
discovered in some of the sites in this region such as Chiquitoy Viejo (Conrad 
1977) and Farfan (Mackey 2003, 2006). 
 Frances Hayashida discovered pottery production sites in the La Leche 
Valley and pottery workshops were found at the sites in Tambo Real and La 
Viña, which were located along the Inca road system along the coast. Pottery 
produced at these workshops followed traditional techniques of the north coast, 
and the most important pottery shape produced at these sites was the flared-rim 
jar (Hayashida 1995). The addition of new techniques into the manufacture of 
large jars, such as new firing techniques, allowed local potters to produce the 
pottery required by the Inca state. Evidence from these sites suggests that the 
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Incas did not focus heavily on training local potters to produce Inca-style pottery, 
with the exception of the flared-rim jar. Most likely the production of Inca and 
local pottery occurred in the same context, and the local style and tradition 
continued while a new hybrid style emerged (Hayashida 1999).  
 Compositional and petrographic analysis conducted on pottery sherds 
from the workshops located in Tambo Real and La Viña noted differences in the 
potteries raw materials and chemical compositions. As part of the petrographic 
analysis, thin sections of 40 pottery sherds were used. The size distribution of 
non-plastic materials ranged from fine to medium, and in some instances from 
medium to coarse, especially in the flared-rim jars. Analysis results noted that 
quartz and feldspar were the most common minerals include in the paste.  
Hayashida, however, was unable to determine if the inclusion of minerals was 
intentional or simply occurred naturally. The chemical composition analysis using 
the neutron activation analysis (NAA) was conducted on 236 pottery sherds from 
both workshops. Flared-rim jars from both workshops contained similar chemical 
compositions while the cambered-rim jars showed small differences; these 
differences could be a result of natural or cultural factors. The results illustrate 
that the pottery produced at Tambo Real and La Viña were similar in chemical 
composition and raw material usage (Hayashida 1999). 
 Christopher Donnan noted that the pottery production site in the 
Jequetepeque Valley did not contain any evidence of Inca style pottery, but many 
of the sherds contained forms and decorations derived from the Inca style. The 
results of Donnan’s research validated that the pottery production at this site was 
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more oriented towards the manufacture of domestic pottery vice ceremonial, and 
that ceremonial pottery was produced at more specialized centers (Donnan 
1997). The differences in shapes, rim, and handle forms suggest that the pottery 
was manufactured by a variety of potters. Moreover, the variation of paste and 
decoration on the vessels supports the notion that pottery production in this 
region was not organized under a centralized authority with a strict division of 
labor (Donnan 1997:53). The clay used in the manufacture of pottery from this 
region was obtained from different locations within the production area, and the 
raw materials were not under Inca state control and the clay was probably 
obtained from the surrounding areas.  Furthermore, the variation in the pottery 
decoration suggests that the potters elaborated the vessels without a specific 
Inca state pattern. 
 
 Inca Pottery Production under Inca Rule 
 The Inca economy was based on the labor service, where pottery 
production was an integral part of tribute to the state, and pottery production 
centers were built in the provinces in order to fulfill the state’s needs.  Regional 
variations of the Inca style are seen throughout the Andean area (D’Altroy 2011; 
D’Altroy and Bishop 1990), due to the fact that local potters, or potters from other 
areas, were responsible for the manufacture of pottery. 
 The presence of high quality Inca-style pottery in administrative centers 
suggests that these centers symbolized the Incas dominance in certain areas.  
The state centers also functioned as ceremonial sites where social relations 
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between the Inca state and local communities were reinforced. The discovery of 
Inca-style pottery in residential sites suggests that this pottery symbolized 
prestige among the native elite. 
 According to Julien (1982) and D’Altroy (2001), the 1549 Huanuco colonial 
census reported that 40 workers were in charge of pottery production, which 
constituted approximately one percent of the total production at the state center 
in Huanuco Pampa. Thus, it is probable that the Inca state only used a portion of 
the overall labor service for pottery production, since 400 workers were tasked to 
produce cloth. It should be noted that pottery production generated symbolic and 
sumptuary objects used in ceremonies conducted at the state centers and for the 
native elites who resided in the vicinity of these centers. While the Inca-style 
pottery was produced in small quantities as compared to domestic pottery, the 
high quality state pottery symbolized class stratification and state dominance 
(Bray 2003).   
 According to D’Altroy (2001), Inca pottery was produced in three different 
contexts, the most important being the specialists’ enclaves that were 
established for potters of varying ethnic groups who had been relocated under 
the Inca’s mitmaq system. The second context was the mode of pottery 
production conducted at the local level where local potters produced Inca-style 
pottery for the state and the local community. The third context was the 
production of pottery vessels that were manufactured at the household level as 
part of the Inca’s taxation system, whereby subjects provided either labor or 
goods to the state. This last context reflects the limited control/restrictions that 
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the Inca state placed on finished pottery, thus allowing potters to incorporate their 
own style to the object.   
  Variations of Inca-style pottery can be found all around the Empire, 
especially in areas where the Incas had direct control over the local community. 
The long-standing ceramic traditions developed in the Andean region prior to 
Inca expansion directly impacted pottery production during the Inca’s reign. Most 
likely the Incas allowed the potters to continue manufacturing their traditional 
wares, and in exchange a portion of their labor service had to include the 
production goods for the Inca state. One must keep in mind that the majority of 
Inca pottery manufactured was either to transport staple products or store food in 
warehouses located in the various provincial centers throughout the Empire.
 The majority of Inca-style pottery analysis has focused on the study of 
morphology and function, and only two compositional studies have been 
conducted on materials from Late Horizon sites. The first study was conducted 
by D’Altroy and Bishop (1990) and focused on understanding provincial pottery 
production during the Late Horizon. Their study results validated that Inca state 
ceramics were produced regionally for local consumption and that only a small 
portion of pottery was imported from other regions. D’Altroy and Bishop used 
INAA and petrographic analysis of pottery samples for their studies. 
 In the north coast, Frances Hayashida (1999) conducted compositional 
and petrographic analysis at two Late Horizon pottery workshops. Hayashida’s 
results noted that the same materials were used for the manufacture of Inca-style 
and local style potteries. 
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 Compositional analysis was used in the research that I conducted in the 
Huancabamba Valley in order to understand potter production that occurred in 
this valley during the Late Horizon. The majority of the pottery sherds examined 
during my research illustrates their similarities with the north coast pottery styles 
due to the relocation of coastal communities to the Huancabamba Valley after 
the Incas conquest of the north region. My research results confirm the flexibility 
of the Inca state to allow local communities to continue manufacturing their 
traditional wares. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: 
THE HUANCABAMBA VALLEY 
 
 Geography 
 The Huancabamba River flows through the eastern side of the Andes and 
is part of the Amazon basin. This river starts at the Simbe Lake, located in the 
Huancabamba Province, and flows from north to south, and runs through the 
departments of Piura and Cajamarca (Figure 4.1). In Cajamarca, the river 
merges with the Chotano River and forms the Chamaya River that later becomes 
the Maranon River. This valley is characterized by plain areas near the river, with 
a natural elevation of up to 2,766 meters above sea level. The area used for this 
research study occupies the natural region of Selva Alta, also known as Rupa 
Rupa. Javier Pulgar Vidal (1987) divided Peru into eight regions and the 
Huancabamba Valley was viewed as a good region due to its’ favorable 
conditions for agriculture and husbandry (Figure 4.2).   
 
 Climate 
 The climate in Huancabamba Valley is warm and humid with temperatures 
ranging from 22 to 25 degrees Celsius and the region is commonly known for 
high temperatures during the day and decreased temperatures at night. Rainfall 
is high from November to May and low during the rest of the year (Pulgar Vidal 
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1987); however, the Huancabamba River provides water for agriculture year 
round. 
 
Figure 4.1. Location of the Huancabamba River 
 
 
Figure 4.2. The eight natural regions proposed by Pulgar Vidal (1987) 
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 Geomorphology  
 The Huancabamba Valley contains three difference types of geologic 
formations, and the first type is the mountainous slopes that range from 950 to 
3,150 meters above sea level. The mountainous slopes contain metamorphic 
rocks from the Marañon complex. Intrusive rocks like greenstone, tonalite, and 
rumipita, sedimentary rocks from the lower Cretaceous, and volcanic rocks from 
Paleogene. The second type is known as the floodplain terrace, due to the 
alluvial deposits from the Holocene, which was created as a result of sediment 
movement caused by the erosion process. The third type is floodplain, which is a 
river bed that is more susceptible to flooding and can be used for agricultural 
purposes (Alcantara Boñon 2010-2011).  
 
 Flora and Fauna 
 The Huancabamba Valley contains a wide variety of plants and animals 
species, with vegetation consisting of forests and herbaceous plants. The 
herbaceous plants found in this region include: sacha-pashullo (Erythrina sp); 
palo de balsa (Ochoroma lagopus); aguaje (Mauritia sp); cube (Lonchocarpus 
utilis); arbol de pan (Artocarpus incise); caucho debil (Castilla elastica); 
dendezeiro (Elaeis gunineensis); bombonaje (Carludovica palmata); yarina 
(Phytelephas macrocarpa); tamshi (Carludovica trigona); and the toro-urco 
(Panicum pilosum).  Other species consisted include pishcol (Cereus peruvianus) 
and cajaruro (Austrocylindropuntia exaltata) (Pulgar Vidal 1987).  
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 The valley’s vegetation provides food and shelter to animals such as the 
sachavaca (Tapyrus americanus), sututo (Dermatobia cyaniventris), el dorado 
(Ilisha deauratus), sabalo (Brycon sp.), sampedro (Chalceus sp.), corvina 
(Plagioscion sp.), shushupe (Lachesis muta), tunqui (Rupicola peruviana), 
paucar (Ostinops decumanus), and the huacharo (Steatornis caripensis) (Pulgar 
Vidal 1987).   
 
 Previous Archaeological Research 
 The Huancabamba Valley located in the Cajamarca Department has 
undergone minimal archaeological investigations; however, the Instituto Nacional 
de Cultura conducted a research project of Capaq Nan in 2003–2004. As a result 
of the project, archaeologists discovered evidence of the Inca road system in the 
Huancabamba Valley that was roughly two meters wide and built on the southern 
side of the Huancabamba River. The road continues through the modern town of 
Pomahuaca to the north, and only two archaeological sites are noted in the 
project’s findings with minimal data on the sites’ chronologies. 
 In 2005, Dr. Atsushi Yamamoto and I conducted an archaeological survey 
in the Huancabamba Valley in order to acquire information on the valley’s 
settlement patterns and to reconstruct the relationship between the environment 
and human occupation. Our study also focused on acquiring an understanding of 
the cultural relationships between the valley’s occupants and those from other 
regions. The area surveyed runs from the modern day town of Ochentaiuno to 
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the town of Chiple (Figure 4.3) and includes a section of the Huancabamba River 
that connects to the Chotano River.  
 
Figure 4.3. Area of the archaeological survey in the Huancabamba Valley (2005) 
  
 The occupation of the Huancabamba valley commenced during the Early 
Horizon Period and continued through the Late Horizon (Yamamoto and Pena 
2005; Yamamoto 2007). While there is no evidence of pre-ceramic occupation, 
evidence of earlier occupations is most likely buried under later structures.   
Although no evidence exists of Inca style ceramics in the Late Horizon, reports 
mention the discovery of two structures that functioned as way stations, one 
located in the modern day town of Lishinas and the other in Las Juntas (Figure 
4.4). Both of the way stations in Lishinas and La Junta contain small storage 
rooms known as qolcas. 
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Figure 4.4 Huancabamba Valley 
 
 From 1978 to 1981 John Hyslop conducted a survey in the Andean region 
in order to collect data on aspects of the Inca road system, with a focus on 
analyzing the nature and placement of the road, environmental effects on its 
trajectory and the type of road construction (Hyslop 1984:3). In the northern 
Andes Hyslop surveyed two regions, the Cañar - Azuay in Ecuador and the 
Cajamarca - Huamachuco in Peru. Hyslop’s map validates that the Inca road 
system connecting these two regions, and the Huancabamba Valley was 
included in the map as an area in which the Incas built the road; however, Hyslop 
did not conduct a survey in the Huancabamba Valley.  
 Archaeological investigations based on iconographic representations and 
ceramic style were conducted near the Huancabamba Valley at the Chotano 
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River (Chota – Cajamarca) and the results noted a relationship between cultural 
groups located on the coast (Moche) and in the central Andes region (Recuay) 
during the Early Intermediate Period (Shady and Rosas 1976, 1977). The 
investigation also revealed that some structures corresponded to the Late 
Intermediate Period, and the presence of Chimu pottery in some sites suggests a 
relationship between this area and the coast during this period. Evidence of Inca 
occupation of Chota was documented based on the influence of Inca style 
ceramics in the pottery produced in Cajamarca and the existence of two tampus 
(way stations) in Huambos and Sanquihua (Rosas 1974). 
 On the north coast, archaeological studies were conducted on Late 
Intermediate Period sites in order to understand the Inca influence in this region. 
Results from the study conducted in Chiquitoy Viejo (Figure 4.5) illustrate the 
Inca administration of the north, and according to Conrad (1977), this particular 
site was built during the Inca’s dominance in order to maintain control of the 
Chicama Valley. The layout of this site differs from the traditional Chimu pattern, 
and was probably built as an administrative center. Furthermore, this site 
contained a variety of ceramic styles that included: Chimu style; Chimu-Inca; 
local Inca form and decoration; Inca form and Chimu decoration; and Inca form 
with white paste and white slip. The white paste with white slip is characteristic of 
pottery made in the Cajamarca-Huamachuco sector of the north Peruvian 
highlands (Conrad 1977:13-14). Conrad opined that the main function of this site 
was to export high status objects from the Chimu region to Cuzco via the 
administrative center located in Cajamarca.   
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 Results from the study of pottery production in the La Leche Valley 
confirm the presence of an Inca administration in the north due to the existence 
of two workshops in Tambo Real and La Vina (Hayashida 1995, 1998, 1999). 
The discoveries suggest that the Incas grouped potters in accordance with local 
administrative structures and that pottery produced was designated to fill the 
state’s warehouse. While the pottery styles from these sites demonstrated a 
marked variation due to the Inca introduction of new pottery forms, the Incas 
were more interested in the production of flared-rim jars, which were used to 
transport staple products or chicha (maize beer). The Incas preference to 
manufacture this jar introduced new firing techniques designed to make the 
vessels more durable and impermeable for transportation and fermentation 
(Hayashida 1999:347). 
 Another archaeological study was conducted at the ceramic production 
center in the Jequetepeque Valley, where potters produced ceramics that 
depended heavily on the use of molds and incorporated both traditional local 
forms and forms borrowed from the Incas (Donnan 1997:52). The ceramics 
produced at this center consisted primarily of domestic wares to include 
aryballoid bottles, which were vessels with long necks and flaring rims. The 
variety of paste used in the production of these vessels suggests that the clay 
was not prepared in large quantities for communal use, but rather each potter, or 
family unit, prepared their own clay. This is evident at the workshop in Cañoncillo 
that had numerous potters involved in the production of pottery, which was not 
organized under a central authority (Donnan 1997). 
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Figure 4.5. Archaeological sites mentioned in the text 
 
 Results from the archaeological studies conducted by Carol Mackey in the 
Jequetepeque Valley at Farfan, the northern administrative center under the 
Chimu Empire, provide insights on the Incas administration of this conquered 
province. Mackey’s study results note that the Incas did change some of the local 
architecture by incorporating native construction materials thus creating a hybrid 
style the Mackey (2006:330) calls conciliatory or diplomatic architecture which 
included structures designed to support the bureaucratic order and the 
construction of elite residences was designed to accommodate Inca 
administrators. As part of Mackey’s studies, two ceramic workshops were 
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excavated and the results illustrated that the workshops consisted primarily of 
tinajas (large jars), which were used for chicha production, storage, and were 
associated with feasting rituals. Evidence of Inca provincial and Chimu-Inca style 
ceramics were discovered in ceremonial contexts such as the ushnu (Inca 
religious platform) and in the burials excavated at this site. Analysis of the work 
conducted at Fanfan indicates that the Incas may have altered the structures in 
order to achieve two specific objectives: 1) supply the highland region with 
coastal products; and 2) integrate Fanfan into the Inca imperial system (Mackey 
2003).    
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CHAPTER FIVE: 
METHODOLOGY 
 
 Pottery Analysis 
 Pottery is the most common artifact found at archaeological sites, and the 
analysis of pottery sherds provides specific data on the relationship between the 
artifacts and the society that produced it. For the pottery analysis that I 
conducted in the Huancabamba Valley, I used the classification established by 
Luis Lumbreras (2006). 
 The first step is to organize the artifacts by type according to their function. 
This criterion is founded in the notion that every object has a social function in 
which it was created. Analysis of the varying type of objects found will allow us to 
extract information pertaining to the object’s usage, behavior of consumption, 
traditions, and other superstructural aspects of the society. 
 The functional classification starts with the separation of individual objects 
according to the different classes of vessels; these vessels will also be separated 
according to the variation of forms. The objects were classified into three groups:   
Jars - large vessels that are narrow at the rim and base with a wide body; 
their function was to contain liquids or solids for storage or transportation. 
Pots - round vessels with wide openings at the rim and a short neck; their 
function was associated with food preparation.  
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Bottles - vessels with long, narrow necks; their function was to contain and 
serve liquids. 
The types noted in the aforementioned first group are considered to be “closed 
vessels” because the diameter of the neck is narrower than the body of the 
vessels. The types found in the second group are usually called “open vessels” 
and consist of: 
Cups: containers, usually cylindrical in shape, and used mostly to drink 
liquids.  
Bowls: containers that are deep and wide and usually without border, the 
height tends to be lesser than the width or diameter.  
Plates: normally have a wider opening and are less high to the point of 
almost being flat, or with a small hollow middle. 
 Object grouped in this manner had unique functional meanings within the 
society; therefore the second step in pottery analysis is to determine the 
production process whereby raw materials are transformed into objects to be 
used by the social group. This analysis is oriented to understand the way in 
which the artifact was created, the development of the instruments of production, 
and the level of the force of production.  
 The last step of pottery analysis entails the analysis of stylistic aspects of 
the vessel and its relation with form. This phase of the study is designed to help 
identify the ideological aspects present in the vessel, however, this type of 
analysis will not be included in this thesis, but will be completed at a later date. 
The analysis of the style can provide information about the chronology of the 
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vessels by examining how stylistic aspects change from one generation to 
another and from one group of people to another. This study is an approximation 
with the intent of identifying changes and differences in the superstructure. 
 For this thesis research, 207 pottery sherds were analyzed and drawings 
of each pottery sherd’s profile were done in order to classify and identify pottery 
shapes and to assign function. The normative analysis of the pottery produced in 
the Andean area will be used as a chronological marker to identify ethnic groups 
and their development. Thus, periods of Pre-Hispanic history in the central Andes 
is related to a span of time that reflected a certain level of stability and 
homogeneity in the technological attributes, morphology, and style of the 
ceramics (Lumbreras 2006:120). 
 The relative chronology of the six sites in the Huancabamba Valley was 
made possible due to the information available on pottery forms and styles of the 
Late Horizon. The studies of Inca pottery conducted in Cuzco by Rowe (1944) 
and Chinchero by Rivera (1945) illustrate that differences existed in the pottery 
types from the Cuzco capital to the pottery found in settlements in the Cuzco 
area. The minimal differences in the production of Imperial Inca pottery in the 
Cuzco region indicate that this area was undergoing a process of assimilation by 
the Incas and the standardization of the pottery was probably a requirement of 
the Inca state. Therefore, pottery types from Cuzco the region can be used to 
determine if certain forms and decorations influenced the manufacture of vessels 
in subject provinces, particularly in the north region of Peru (Figure 5.1). 
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Figure 5.1. Cuzco pottery shapes (adapted from Rowe 1944:48) 
 
 According to ethno-historical documents, Cajamarca was an important 
administrative center for the Inca state, and early descriptions of the city reported 
large buildings and areas of production. Archaeological investigations of the Late 
Horizon in this area are difficult due to the lack of evidence of Inca buildings and 
ceramics outside of Cajamarca. The Final Cajamarca Phase dating from 1200 to 
1532 A.D. is represented by the pottery type known as Amoshulca Complex 
(Terada and Matsumoto 1985; Julien 1988). There are no clear changes in the 
pottery style during the Late Horizon outside the city of Cajamarca. The pottery 
style identify in the Cajamarca valley can be used to compare with those 
materials found in the Huancabamba Valley and to determine if the production 
areas in this city provided pottery to Inca sites located along the Inca road 
system.  
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 Studies of pottery workshops located on the north coast of Peru dating 
back to the Late Horizon provide information related to pottery production at the 
local level. The manufacture of pottery, within the sites of Tambo Real and La 
Viña (Hayashida 1995, 1998) and Cañoncillo (Donnan 1997), were a part of the 
obligations that subject communities had to pay to the Inca state. The majority of 
the pottery found in these sites consisted of domestic pottery used to store 
products. Most likely this type of pottery was transported to state warehouses 
under the Inca administration, and one of the most common forms produced in 
these workshops was the flared-rim jar, which was the typical form for Inca jars. 
Ethnographic documents suggest that the Incas relocated communities from the 
north coast to the northern highlands to work in either production center or to 
administrate the Inca road system. Thus, the pottery style from the north coast 
was used to identify similarities with the pottery found in the Huancabamba 
Valley. 
 Petrographic analysis is a useful technique for comparing ceramics. By 
using this type of analysis, the minerals contained in the clay are identified by 
their optical properties such as shape and color (Rice 1987:376). The 
characteristics found in the mineral can be observed under a microscope when a 
beam of light passes through a thin slice of pottery samples. Petrographic 
information can be used to establish similarities in pottery groups, and to 
determine if the inclusion of the temper in the clay occurred naturally or culturally. 
Unfortunately, this project did not have the authorization needed to conduct 
destructive analysis of the pottery sherds from the Huancabamba Valley. 
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Therefore, no petrographic analysis was conducted as part of this thesis 
research.   
 
 Trace Element Analysis 
 The study of the form and decoration of the pottery can lead to the 
identification of the function, technology, and in some instances the ethnicity or 
ideological practices of the people who produced these vessels. In the case of 
sourcing studies, it is necessary to obtain the chemical composition of the pottery 
paste. The identification of trace elements in the pottery sherds from the 
Huancabamba Valley provided information on the clay sources used in the 
manufacture of pottery. The results show the use of various clay sources in 
production illustrating the flexibility of the Inca state in the provinces.  
  Trace elements are those elements found in concentrations below 100 
parts per million (ppm). Trace elements do not play an important role in the 
geochemical reaction that formed geological deposits, and they can be 
concentrated or dispersed in different phases of the geochemical processes 
(Rapp and Gifford 1985:353). Thus, it is difficult for two pottery samples to have 
the same trace element concentrations unless they were derived from the same 
source.  
 The most common method used in Peru to conduct elemental analysis on 
pottery for sourcing has been instrumental neutron activation analysis (INAA). 
Compositional analysis conducted on samples from Chavin de Huantar site 
(Early Horizon) by Isabelle Druc (2004) includes petrographic analysis and INAA, 
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and Druc’s study identified non-local ceramics and changes in pottery production 
that occurred over time.   
 Compositional analysis of ceramics at the Huaca de la Luna (Moche 
Culture) was conducted by Chapdelaine, Kennedy and Uceda Castillo (1995), 
which only used INAA to determine the chemical composition of the ceramic 
artifacts. The results illustrate that strict controls were placed on the production of 
different types of ritual vessels by the elite, and the local production of figurines.  
 Two petrographic and elemental analyses on pottery were conducted in 
the Nazca area, and the first study was performed at the Marcaya site, which 
was a Nazca Period site. The chemical composition of the pottery was obtained 
by using INAA. The results noted that the Marcaya plainware pottery showed 
signs of chemical variability, whereas the decorated vessels and panpipes 
constituted a single compositional group. The second study was conducted on 16 
archaeological sites that corresponded to Early Nazca (1-450 A.D.) and Tiza 
(1000-1476 A.D.), and the compositional analysis conducted on pottery only 
used INAA. The results illustrated the centralization in pottery production during 
the Early Nazca and the decentralization of pottery production in the Tiza culture 
(Vaughn et al. 2006).  
 A provenance study of Wari pottery (Middle Horizon) was conducted at 
archaeological sites located at the Cuzco region, using INAA on 350 pottery 
sherds, but the study did not include petrographic analysis. The results confirmed 
that pottery was exchanged between the Cuzco and Ayacucho regions (Montoya 
et al. 2009).   
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 Last, two compositional analyses were done on Inca period pottery (Late 
Horizon) by using INAA and petrographic analysis. The first analysis was 
conducted in the Upper Mantaro Valley by D’Altroy and Bishop (1990), and the 
second analysis was conducted in the north coast by Frances Hayashida (1999). 
 Neutron activation analysis consists of bombarding pottery samples with 
neutrons at a controlled rate in order to change the elements into unstable 
radioactive isotopes. These elements once decayed emit several kinds of 
radiation that eventually form stable isotopes, and the rate of decay will vary from 
element to element. The half-life of radioactive isotopes is analyzed by INAA to 
determine the elements contained within the sample (Rice 1987:397). This 
technique is very sensitive and can detect 75 of the 92 naturally occurring 
elements (Bishop, Rands, and Holley 1982:292). This technique, however, is 
costly and requires the use of a nuclear reactor. Moreover, this type of analysis 
requires the extraction of a sample from the archaeological material, which 
becomes a destructive technique.  
 X-ray fluorescence (XRF) is a useful technique for elemental analysis of 
pottery due to the fact that this instrument is capable of quantitatively measuring 
trace elements. The primary principle of XRF technology is that an X-ray shot at 
a sample creates vacancies in the atoms on the surface of the material that in 
turn produces secondary, or fluorescent, X-rays, which are characteristic of the 
elements in the material being tested (Pollard et al. 2007). The intensity of the 
peaks produced by the XRF is based on energy that identifies the chemical 
elements contained in the sample. Traditional XRF analysis can be non-
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destructive only for small samples that fit in the analysis chamber, however for 
large samples such as pottery, a small portion of the vessel must be removed for 
analysis (Rice 1987:394).   
 Druc et al. (2001) conducted analysis of pottery analysis during the Early 
Horizon Ancon and Garagay sites located in Lima, which included petrographic 
analysis along with X-ray fluorescence, scanning electron microscopy, and 
energy disperse X-ray microanalysis (SEM-EDX). The results confirmed that 
pottery production at these two sites was conducted at the local level with no 
influence or commingling of materials, specifically clay, from other social groups.   
 The elemental analysis of pottery conducted on pottery from the 
Huancabamba Valley was done using a portable X-ray fluorescence 
spectrometer (pXRF). This instrument is useful for archaeological research due 
to the ability to directly analyze the materials without having to prepare the 
samples. Furthermore, the pXRF can be transported either to the area where the 
materials are stored or to the field. Experimental comparisons have been done 
between XRF and pXRF for obsidian artifacts (Craig et al. 2007), and the study 
illustrated that analysis results were consistent using both instruments.  Although 
the analysis results contained a difference in five of the six element values, this 
did not affect the identification of obsidian sources. Sourcing studies were based 
on the comparison of geologic sources and archaeological samples and the 
identification of sources were identical using both instruments (Craig et al. 
2007:2020). Thus, the use of pXRF was very successful for conducting obsidian 
studies.  
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 The application of portable X-ray fluorescence on pottery for sourcing 
studies has demonstrated the potential of this instrument for archaeological 
research. The use of energy dispersive X-ray fluorescence (EDXRF) on Egyptian 
pottery along with petrographic analysis identified the sources and the production 
areas for pottery (Morgenstein and Redmount 2005). In the case of pottery from 
Polynesia the use of pXRF shows the variation of clay sources and the 
petrographic analysis identify the geological areas where potters obtained the 
temper (Burley and Dickinson 2010). Provenance studies conducted on clay 
cuneiform tablets compare the analyses from a portable XRF with previous 
analyses using INAA and optical mineralogy (Goren et al. 2011). The results from 
the pXRF allowed the grouping of samples according to their chemical 
composition which demonstrated the advantage of this non-destructive 
instrument. It is clearly an advantage of this instrument that it does not required 
the extraction of a sample from the object. This characteristic of the pXRF 
instrument allows working with museum collections. In addition, comparison with 
others techniques demonstrate that pXRF can detect an important number of 
trace elements that can be used for sourcing studies on pottery.  
 For this thesis, I used a portable X-ray fluorescence spectrometer to 
conduct compositional analysis of the pottery that was stored in the museum of 
Cajamarca. I conducted compositional analysis on 207 pottery sherds and four 
clay samples were analyzed at the Museum of Cajamarca, located in the city of 
Cajamarca. The pottery samples were collected from six archaeological sites 
located in the Huancabamba Valley, which was occupied during the Late 
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Horizon. The clay samples came from known sources within the valley and it is 
probable that other unknown clay sources were used in the manufacture of 
pottery. I performed trace element analysis on each sample using a Bruker III–
SD portable X-ray fluorescence spectrometer (Figure 5.2). This is a research-
grade instrument that has a high precision with detection limits in the single digit 
parts per million (ppm) range. The instrument was set to 40 kV and 11 µA for 120 
seconds and a filter used to enhance the detection of certain major and trace 
elements. In order to obtain the average chemical composition of each sample, 
the pXRF machine was used on the internal and external surface of each pottery 
sample. The clay samples were placed in a plastic container and the machine 
was used just once on each sample (Figure 5.3). 
 The results were calibrated using software with standards specifically 
designed for archaeological materials, which have been analyzed by using a 
variety of analytical methods that included INAA, ICP-MS, and regular XRF. In 
order to conduct sourcing studies of Late Horizon pottery in this valley, a major 
element (Fe) and six trace elements were considered: barium (Ba), rubidium 
(Rb), strontium (Sr), yttrium (Y), zirconium (Zr), and niobium (Nb). Statistical 
analysis using principal components analysis provided information regarding the 
provenance of the pottery sherd in the Huancabamba Valley during the Late 
Horizon. 
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Figure 5.2. Bruker III–SD portable X-ray fluorescence spectrometer in use at the 
Museum of Cajamarca in Cajamarca, Peru, by author 
 
 
 
Figure 5.3. pXRF analysis comparing the trace elements of two samples 
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CHAPTER SIX: 
MATERIAL ANALYSIS 
 
 Pottery Analysis 
 Morphological analysis of pottery was conducted on 207 pottery sherds 
from the six archaeological sites selected for this study (Figure 6.1), which were 
collected from the surface of each site. The collected surface samples provide 
insights on the pottery types and decorations that could be buried underground 
that would assist in establishing a relative chronology of each archaeological site. 
Profile drawings of each pottery sherd were conducted in order to classify and 
identify pottery shapes and give each a function assignment (Table 6.1).  
 
Figure 6.1 Archaeological sites providing ceramics studied in this thesis 
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Table 6.1. Pottery types of the archaeological sites from the Huancabamba   
Valley 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 The forms defined were compared with the forms and decoration of 
Andean ethnic groups that occupied the area during the Late Intermediate Period 
and the Late Horizon (complete table of pottery types according to each sample 
can be seen in appendix 1). The following section contains a description of each 
site and the pottery types identified. 
 A significant number of sherds used for the thesis were produced using 
the paddle and anvil technique, which consists of beating the outside wall of the 
vessel with a wooden paddle while holding a round stone inside of the pot at the 
area of impact (Bankes 1989). In the Lambayeque region of Peru, the paddle and 
anvil technique was used to produce domestic vessels from 800 A.D. until their 
appearance in the Chimu region around 1100 A.D. 
Pottery Type  Archaeological Sites - Huancabamba Valley 
Pucara Viejo La Huaca 2 Ingatambo Alumbre Yerma Tasajeras 
Long-necked jar 32 20 30 16 19 16 
Flared-rim jar 2         
Cambered-rim jar       2 1 2 
Neckless jar     1     
Paleteado     1 3 1 3 
Bowl 6   5     
Plate       2   8 
Base 1     1 1   
Handle 1   1 2 1 
Bowl/beige 1         
Bowl/caolin         5 
Decorated sherd   7   1   1 
Decorated 
sherd/plate       1     
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 La Huaca 2 
 This domestic site contains a mound measuring 58.8 x 19.6 meters and 
with a stone wall measuring 1.40 meters long; unfortunately the site has been 
looted leaving no evidence of any other standing structures. Thirty pottery sherds 
from this site were analyzed by separating the sherds into two groups – fine and 
domestic. There were seven sherds in the fine group that consisted of 
beige/orange paste with red and dark brown painted lines (Figure 6.2), and all 
seven sherds have features pertaining to the Late Horizon style. Three of the 
sherds containing beige paste with red painted lines were most likely produced 
during one of the earlier periods, such as Early Horizon or Early Intermediate 
Period. There were 20 sherds in the domestic group that consisted of long-
necked jars with an everted rim (Figure 6.3), and all of the sherds had red paste 
with only a few containing red slips on the exterior surface. The sherds in the 
domestic group did not contain typical Inca imperial pottery forms nor did they 
appear to have any connections to the north coast pottery style.  
 
Figure 6.2. Fine pottery sherds from La Huaca 2 
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Figure 6.3. Profile of long-necked jars from La Huaca 2  
 
 Pucara Viejo 
 This domestic site is situated on top of a hill with a series of stone walls 
that comprise part of the site’s enclosure. Forty-three pottery sherds were 
analyzed at this site, and three forms were identified. The most common type of 
vessel form found (33 sherds) was the long-necked jar (Figure 6.4a-c). The 
vessels had red paste with no evidence of decoration or painting on the internal 
and external surfaces of the sherds. Six sherds were bowls (Figure 6.4d-f) with 
red color paste and red slip on the vessels’ interior, only one sherd from this 
group contained beige paste. Two sherds were identified as Inca flared-rim jars 
(Figure 6.4g-h) with red/orange paste and both sherds had red slips on the 
vessels’ outer surface. In addition, one handle fragment and one portion of a 
base, both decorated with white paste and red painting, were identified. 
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Figure 6.4. Profile of pottery sherds form Pucara Viejo 
  
 Alumbre 
 This site is located on a mound measuring 12.9 x 7.5 meters, and there is 
no evidence of any remains from standing structures at this site. Of the 26 
pottery sherds analyzed, 16 vessels forms were identified as long-necked jars 
(Figure 6.6a-d), which exhibited different colored paste (red, beige and black) 
resulting from the use of different firing techniques. Three sherds were decorated 
using the paddle technique (Figure 6.5), and the sherds geometric designs were 
made from stamping the vessel’s outer surface with a wooden stamp.    
Interestingly enough, one of the vessels had red paste while the other two had 
black paste. Of the three sherds identified as plates, (Figure 6.6e-f), one of the 
sherds had cream paste and the remains of red painting on the interior surface, 
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while the other two sherds featured red and brown paste, respectively. In 
addition, two sherds were identified as cambered-rim jars (Figure 6.6g-h), and 
were made with red and black paste, and one sherd was made with white paste 
and had red painting on the interior surface. One fragment of a base made with 
beige paste was identified. 
 
Figure 6.5. Pottery sherds exhibit the paleteado technique 
 
 
Figure 6.6. Profile of pottery sherds from Alumbre 
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 Ingatambo 
 This site is located on a mound measuring 33.6 x 39.8 meters with 
stonewalls that could be part of the enclosure. Evidence of six small rooms 
surrounding an open area was discovered on the south side of the mound, and 
this structure was identified as being the remains of a tampu that formed part of 
the Inca road system in the Huancabamba Valley. From this site, 44 pottery 
sherds were analyzed, with 26 sherds identified as long-necked jars (Figure 6.8a-
d). The majority of the vessels were made using red paste and some of the 
sherds had red slips on the exterior surface. Six sherds were identified as bowls 
(Figure 6.8e-f), of which five were made from red paste and one from white 
paste. The bowls had evidence of smoothing on the interior surface and one 
sherd appeared to have been produced using the paleteado technique (paddie 
and anvil) on the exterior surface (Figure 6.7). One sherd was identified as a 
neckless jar (Figure 6.8i) made from red paste, and one fragment of a handle 
was identified that was made from red paste and no decoration. Lastly, six of the 
44 sherds were identified as being Early Horizon pottery. 
 
Figure 6.7. Sherds decorated with the paleteado technique 
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Figure 6.8. Profile sherds from Ingatambo 
 
 
 Yerma 
 This site consists of two small mounds and a series of stonewalls, while 
modern day construction unfortunately has significantly impacted the site. 
Twenty-eight pottery sherds from this site were analyzed, of which 19 were 
identified as long-necked jars (Figure 6.9a-d). The vessels were made with red 
paste and some had red and white slips on the interior and exterior surfaces. Of 
the 28 sherds, two handle fragments made of red paste with no decoration were 
identified, and one fragment of a base made from red paste was also identified. 
One sherd decorated using the paleteado technique was discovered and this 
particular sherd was made from orange paste (Figure 6.10). One sherd that was 
identified as a cambered-rim jar (Figure 6.9h) was also made from red paste.  
Lastly, 6 of the 28 sherd samples were identified as being Early Horizon. 
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Figure 6.9. Profile of pottery sherds from Yerma 
 
 
Figure 6.10. Sherd decorated with the paleteado technique 
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 Tasajeras 
 This site contains stone walls that form part of a series of complex 
structures, and unfortunately the construction of an oil treatment plant had 
directly impacted this site. From this site, 36 pottery sherds were analyzed with 
17 sherds identified as being long-necked jars (Figure 6.12d-g) made from 
pastes that ranged from red to orange. Of the eight identified plates (Figure 
6.12a-c), some of the plates contained paddle stamps on the outer surface 
produced from using the paleteado technique (Figure 6.11), and the plates were 
made from red and beige paste. Three fragments produced using the paleteado 
technique were discovered at the site, and it is probable that these fragments 
formed parts of plates. Two cambered-rim jars were identified (Figure 6.12h-i) 
made from red paste and one handle fragment made from red paste was 
discovered. Of the 36 sherds, five bowls were found made from white paste and 
only two contained decoration on the interior surface. 
 
Figure 6.11. Plates from Tasajeras 
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Figure 6.12. Profile of pottery sherds from Tasajeras  
 
 
 Trace Element Analysis 
 Sourcing studies using trace element analysis provides information on the 
exchange of artifacts and cultural relationships between the various regions. The 
analysis of pottery types from the Huancabamba Valley suggests a strong 
relationship between this valley and the north coast of Peru. Chemical analysis 
using pXRF was performed on each pottery sherd; however, authorization was 
not granted to conduct thin section sample analysis of the 207 pottery sherds 
used for this thesis, and as a result, petrographic analysis is not included in this 
study. In order to obtain detailed information of the chemical composition of each 
sample the pXRF spectrometer was used to analyzed both the internal and 
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external surface of each pottery sherd. In this sense two sets of data were 
obtained for each pottery sherd. To conduct statistical analysis I used the 
average value for each sherd; however in cases where the values of the 
chemical elements are significantly different in the sample I use either the 
external or the internal surface data. The omission of values of either side was 
based on the porosity or the surface decoration of the sherd. In the case of 
niobium, due to the low concentration of this element the results were calibrated 
in order to be included in the principal component analysis. The chemical values 
for each pottery sherd used in this study can be found in Appendix 2. 
 The statistical analysis for sourcing studies was conducted using a 
multivariate analysis, and the SPSS statistical software used enabled me to 
group the various sherds based on similar chemical values. Due to the varying 
chemical levels found within the same sample the data were transformed using 
logarithms (log 10); values of barium and iron were higher than yttrium and 
rubidium. The log 10 results provide more refined data in order to conduct 
principal components analysis. 
 Trace element analysis was conducted in order to determine whether 
certain pottery types contained clay from the same sources, with a specific focus 
on identifying pottery produced within the Huancabamba Valley and ceramic 
vessels produced using different clay sources. Once more the usage of various 
clay sources reinforces the hypothesis that the Incas did not directly control 
pottery production in the Huancabamba Valley and that there was flexibility of the 
Inca administration in this region. The majority of the vessels from the six 
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archaeological sites consisted of long-necked jars, which were most commonly 
used to store food and craft products.  
 Principal components analysis was conducted at each site to visually 
determine which pottery groups contained similar chemical values. This analysis 
illustrated that the various pottery types formed cluster groups that had the same 
chemical values. For example, two flared-rim jars sherds were identified at the 
Pucara Viejo site and these two sherds were the only samples of Inca style 
pottery. The Inca style sherds were clustered with long-necked jar sherds (Figure 
6.13) and indicated that the pottery types were produced using the same clay 
source. This finding confirms that the production of distinctive Inca jars occurred 
at the local level. In the case of the sherds discovered at the Tasajeras site 
different pottery types shared the same chemical values and formed cluster 
groups, and different clay sources were utilized to produce the same pottery 
types. 
 
Figure 6.13. PCA analysis of the samples from Pucara Viejo using iron and six trace 
elements 
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 In order to understand the distribution of pottery types for this study, a 
graph was produced using principal components analysis (Figure 6.14). The 
principal components analysis was conducted using all of the samples from the 
six archaeological sites and four clay samples. For this analysis I considered 
iron, which is a major element, along with six trace elements (barium, strontium, 
rubidium, yttrium, zirconium, and niobium). In the graph, all of the pottery types 
seem to share similar chemical values. It is important to note that vessels 
produce using white clay (caolin) are grouped along with pottery produced using 
another kind of clay. It is possible that caolin quarries are located within the 
Huancabamba Valley and share the same chemical composition as the others 
clay sources located in this area. This graph shows some samples which have 
different chemical composition which are observed with some distance from the 
main groups. In addition, this graph also shows some samples that are 
chemically different such as one decorated sherd (sample 17331), 9 long-necked 
jars (samples 1730, 17345, 17383, 17296, 17281, 17298, 17299, 17284, 17443) 
one bowl (sample 17306) and one bowl (sample 17306). 
 Principal components analysis was conducted using various combinations 
of trace elements to observe if these changes would affect the groupings. It 
should be noted that iron (Fe) is a major element and not directly related to the 
local geology for this reason this element was removed in this analysis. The 
following graph (Figure 6.15) illustrates the six trace elements chosen for this 
research (barium, strontium, rubidium, yttrium, zirconium, and niobium), and the 
analysis results note that different pottery types used the same source. In 
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addition, this graph shows some samples which have different chemical 
composition which are observed in a distance from the main groups. These 
samples are 5 long-necked jars (sample 17468, 17443, 17281, 17298 and 
17284) 2 decorated jars (sample 17421 and 17334) 2 bases (sample 17421 and 
17415) and a bowl with beige paste (sample 17289). In addition, the clay sample 
from Pampa Colorada is chemically different form the main group. In the previous 
graph, the clay form Pampa Colorada appears as a possible source for the 
pottery, however iron (Fe) is a major element not useful for sourcing.  
 
 
Figure 6.14. PCA analysis of pottery types from the Huancabamba Valley using iron and 
six trace elements 
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Figure 6.15. PCA analysis including barium, strontium, rubidium, yttrium, zirconium and 
niobium 
 
 A third compositional analysis was conducted using 5 trace elements 
(Figure 6.16), and in this analysis barium was removed to observed if this 
analysis affected the sample groups. The results from this compositional analysis 
show no major change in the sample groupings, while the graph does illustrate 
new outlier samples with different chemical values (17478, 17406 and 17405); 
however, previous outlier samples 17289, 17284, 17298, 17281, 17331 and 
17421 continue showing different chemical values. In addition, the clay from 
Pampa Colorada appears in the main group of samples which could indicate the 
use of this source in the production of pottery. It is also important to note that the 
clay sample from Limon has different chemical values and appears outside the 
main group of sherds.  
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Figure 6.16. PCA analysis including strontium, rubidium, yttrium, zirconium and niobium 
 
 Another compositional analysis was conducted using 5 trace elements 
(Figure 6.17), and in this analysis strontium was removed due to the lack of 
sufficient petrographic information. It should be noted that some types of rock 
can affect the strontium value in pottery samples. The results from this 
compositional analysis again show no major change in the sample groupings, 
while the graph does illustrate five new samples with different chemical values 
(17391 17415 17468, 17334 and 17443); however, samples 17289, 17284, 
17298, 17281, 17331 and 17421 continue showing different chemical values like 
in the previous analysis. In this graph, Pampa Colorada clay appears a little far 
from the main group of sherds while the clay sample from Ingatambo appears as 
a possible source for pottery production.  
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Figure 6.17. PCA analysis including barium, rubidium, yttrium, zirconium and niobium  
 
 Finally a compositional analysis was conducted using four trace elements 
(Figure 6.18), with barium and strontium removed in this analysis. The results 
from this compositional analysis show no major change in the sample groupings, 
while the graph does illustrate new samples with different chemical values 
(17478, 17406 and 17405); however, samples 17289, 17284, 17298, 17281, 
17331 and 17421 continue showing different chemical values. In this graph the 
clay sample from Limon shows different chemical values because it appears far 
from the group of sherds  
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Figure 6.18. PCA analysis including rubidium, yttrium, zirconium and niobium  
 
 The principal components analyses conducted on the pottery sherds and 
clay samples from the Huancabamba Valley show the use of local clay sources 
for the manufacture of pottery vessels. The different combination of trace 
elements show the use of at least three of the four clay sources recovered from 
the valley. In the case of the pottery sherds, only six seem to constantly show 
different chemical values using different combinations of trace elements 
(samples 17289, 17284, 17298, 17281, 17331 and 17421) and it is possible that 
these vessels were produced outside of the valley. This research had only 
identified four clays sources in this area, but it is more likely that other clay 
sources were used within the Huancabamba Valley for the production of pottery.  
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CHAPTER SEVEN: 
DISCUSSION 
 
 Late Horizon Occupation in the Huancabamba Valley 
 The Inca Road system is the clearest archaeological evidence of the Inca 
occupation in the Huancabamba Valley and the road which they referred to as 
Chinchay Road (Hyslop 1984) played a key role in the Empire. Furthermore, the 
presence of two tampus (way stations) along the section of the road in this valley 
suggests that the function of these sites was to provide supplies to state 
functionaries and the imperial army.  
 The valley contains evidence of long cultural occupation and the ceramic 
style discovered in this region suggests a strong relationship between the valley, 
coast, and jungle.  During the Late Intermediate Period, the Lambayeque polity 
used this valley as a route to the jungle in order to obtain the precious metals 
used to manufacture sumptuous objects for the elite (Shimada 1990). Evidence 
of Chimu pottery in areas such as Chota (located in Cajamarca), illustrates that a 
relationship existed between the north coast and the Cajamarca region. 
 According to the visitas conducted in the Cajamarca region and collected 
by Waldemar Espinoza Soriano (1967), the Inca state relocated communities 
from the north coast in order to serve in the tampus located in Cajamarca.   
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These communities were exempt from the labor service required by the Inca 
state and the native leader, or Kuraka, was also relocated along with the 
community. Most likely the cultural relationship between the north coast and 
Cajamarca, prior to the Inca invasion, facilitated the adaptation of the coastal 
communities into the highland region during the Incas rule. As a result of this 
relationship, the Incas relied heavily on the coastal communities for 
administrative purposes.  
 While the locations of the two tampus were noted in the aforementioned 
visitas, there was no mention of the Inca state installations located in the 
Huancabamba Valley. Ceramic styles recovered from this valley are similar to the 
pottery types of the north coast; therefore it is probable that the Incas relocated 
coastal communities to administrate the way stations in the Huancabamba Valley 
like they did with other tampus located in Cajamarca. That said, the settlements 
identified in this research were located within close proximity of the tampus, and 
were constructed during the later stages of the Inca occupation of the 
Huancabamba Valley.   
 Although the settlements were located near fertile lands with plentiful 
water sources, there is no information regarding the communities in charge of 
administrating the tampus. Additionally, it is unclear if the Incas provided the land 
to support the coastal communities, or if these lands pertained to the coastal 
communities residing in the valley. The qolcas (storerooms), located inside of the 
tampus, were small and few in number; therefore it is most likely that the staple 
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products obtained for the mit’a (labor service) in this valley were transported to 
the administrative center in Cajamarca.  
 Based on available documentation, not only is it unclear whether the 
administrative service in the tampus was a permanent or rotational position, it is 
also difficult to ascertain the number of individuals who resided in these 
communities and if they were exempt from the labor service. Clearly, the Incas 
resettled coastal communities as a means of integrating the newly conquered 
lands while exploiting the natives’ knowledge of the area’s terrain.  
 
 Pottery Production 
 Pottery production in the Huancabamba Valley is difficult to identify due to 
the lack of evidence of a large complex that could have functioned as the 
administrative center, or production center, for this valley region. Remains of pre-
Hispanic settlements are small and some have been destroyed as a result of 
modern construction. Moreover, evidence of ceramic production activities (such 
as raw materials, molds, or craft tools) is absent from the materials recovered 
during the valley’s survey.   
 The pottery analyzed from the six sites consisted of large jars, bowls, and 
plates, and the paddle and anvil technique, which is typical of the north coast, 
and was used to manufacture the majority of the pottery analyzed for this thesis.   
The paddle and anvil technique was primarily used to manufacture domestic 
vessels at each of the sites; however, the pottery at each of these sites does not 
show any evidence of standardization. The variety of shapes and rim diameters 
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indicates that this pottery was manufactured locally within the community, or kin 
group, and that the design of the pottery produced by the paddle and anvil 
technique varied at each site. This result could be indicative of ethnic variations 
amongst the coastal communities located in the Huancabamba Valley. Plates 
and bowls used principally for food consumption were found in lower quantities 
as compared to long-necked jars that were used to store staple products and 
prepare chicha (maize beer). The analysis results also prove that pottery shapes 
from all six sites were similar to those vessels produced in the north coast, thus 
confirming the notion that coastal communities continued to produce pottery 
based on their traditional techniques and styles during the Late Horizon. The only 
evidence of Inca style pottery were two sherds of flared-rim jars located at the 
Pucara Viejo site, which is located in close proximity to the tampus found in this 
valley. Again, these results reaffirm the notion that some sites produced pottery 
based on Inca standards, but the majority of the pottery was produced using 
traditional techniques. 
 Decorated pottery was discovered in smaller quantities and was probably 
used for special events or ceremonies, most likely due to the fact that production 
of these vessels required a certain level of specialization. It is possible that 
potters produced these pots and domestic vessels at the same time. This pattern 
was also documented in Late Horizon workshops located in the north coast. 
Hyslop (1984) affirmed that tampus, which were Inca state installations, worked 
as places where social relationships were reinforced and ceremonies were 
performed. 
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 The selection of raw materials for pottery manufacture highlights the 
variation and availability of the clay sources. Compositional analysis using a 
portable X-ray fluorescence (pXRF) spectrometer indicates the use of similar clay 
sources in the production of pottery at each site. The analysis results provided an 
approximation to the understanding of the organization for pottery production and 
the selection of the raw materials, and that different pottery types were 
manufactured using the same clay. Since most of the pottery was produced for 
domestic use, high quality pottery (paste/temper and decoration) was rare in the 
material assemblage (12 sherds). Of the 207 pottery sherds used in this 
research, only a few had different elemental compositions and they were most 
likely produced outside of the Huancabamba Valley. These vessels are 3 long 
necked jars (samples 17284, 17298 and 17281), one bowl with beige paste 
(sample 17289), one decorated sherd (sample 17331) and one base (17421), 
constituting 2.5% of the entire data. Therefore, it is probable that these pottery 
samples were manufactured using exclusive clay sources, or they were produced 
using clay sources provided by the Inca state. The majority of the pottery sherds 
analyzed (97.5%) were produced using local clay. Based on the results, fine 
pottery was produced in the valley, perhaps as a local imitation of the Cajamarca 
style. Other than the two sherds of flared-rim jars, there is no evidence of Inca 
style pottery in the valley and the pottery used in public state affairs was 
produced following the style from the Cajamarca region. 
 The archaeological evidence from the Huancabamba Valley exemplifies 
the flexibility of Inca rule in the production of pottery. The continuity of traditional 
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techniques in the manufacture of pottery within the valley indicates that the Incas 
did not exact the incorporation of Inca imperial pottery at all social levels in the 
subjugated provinces. The main responsibility of the relocated communities was 
to administrate production in the area, maintain the road system, and support 
state personnel. The analytical results confirm that the production of pottery in 
this valley was not oriented to fulfill state affairs, and most likely the high-quality 
vessels were obtained from the administrative center in Cajamarca; however 
there is little evidence to support this hypothesis.  
 
 Working with Museum Collections in Cajamarca 
 The archaeological materials recovered during the 2005 survey in 
Huancabamba Valley are located in the Museum of Cajamarca, and according to 
Peruvian Law all archaeological materials belong to the Peruvian government 
and must be stored and analyzed in a state facility. The Regional Office of 
Culture, located in the city of Cajamarca, granted authorization to access the 
materials for this study. The classification and elemental analysis of the pottery 
sherds was conducted at the facilities located inside of the Museum of 
Cajamarca. Time management was crucial due to the limited hours of access to 
the museum’s facility, coupled by the fact that the materials could not be 
removed from the museum. The museum staff and State functionaries in 
Cajamarca were very cooperative with this study. The Museum of Cajamarca 
was kind enough to provide workspace to conduct all of the pottery analysis for 
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this study, and a copy of the thesis results (in Spanish) will be sent to the 
museum and the Regional Office of Culture.  
 
 Applied Archaeology 
 There is limited documentation on the communities that lived in the 
Huancabamba Valley after the collapse of the Inca Empire, and Spanish colonial 
documents contain few facts about the valley region during the Spanish 
occupation. The primary goal of this thesis is to provide information on the 
cultural development of the Huancabamba Valley during the Late Horizon and to 
contribute additional information on the cultural evolution that occurred in this 
region.  
 The cultural changes produced in the Huancabamba Valley by the 
introduction of new ethnic groups from the coast are still uncertain. Historical 
data thus far indicates that after the collapse of the Inca state several mitmaq 
(colonist groups) returned to their original homelands while others remained on 
the land given to them by the Inca state. Little documentation exists regarding the 
state of the valley after the Inca collapse and the modern towns located in the 
Huancabamba Valley were established in the 20th century. That said, there is 
evidence of Quechua speaking communities residing in the valley, however, it is 
unclear if these communities were present prior to the Inca conquest. An 
ethnographical study would be required in order to understand the cultural 
changes that occurred as a result of the Inca invasion and later Spanish 
occupation.  
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CHAPTER EIGHT: 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
  The construction of the Inca Road system in the Huancabamba Valley 
constituted a significant change for local ethnic groups during the Late Horizon. 
The incorporation of small administrative structures (tampus) along the Inca 
Road formed part of the state bureaucracy throughout the Empire.  In order to 
fulfill the state needs, the Incas assigned state personnel to administrate the 
tampus and maintain the Inca Road system. Spanish colonial documents attest 
the relocation of different ethnic groups by the Incas for state purposes. The 
incorporation of mitmaq (colonist) groups into the existing local population clearly 
occurred in Cajamarca and other state administration centers. Archaeological 
evidence in the Huancabamba Valley demonstrates that the Incas built two 
tampus in this valley. The pottery sherds recovered from sites related to the Inca 
Road validate the similarities with pottery style and decoration of the north coast 
of Peru.  
 The Inca administration of this valley constituted the relocation of coastal 
communities situated in adjacent valleys located on the north coast, and these 
communities continued to produce pottery based on their traditional techniques.  
While these communities served the Inca state under the mit’a system, there is 
no documentation about the status, or obligation, of local ethnic groups, nor is 
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there documentation regarding their organization or the manner in which the land 
was distributed. In addition to the construction of small tampus, settlements were 
built in close proximity to the Inca Road in order to accommodate the arrival of 
new communities to serve the Inca state installations as part of the labor service 
in the Huancabamba Valley. Since the tampus in this valley were small structures 
with few storerooms, the number of personnel needed for these administrative 
structures was minimal, and for this reason the Inca settlements were small.   
The study of local materials and techniques used to construct the tampus and 
houses confirms the notion that the Incas did not influence the style of the 
structures located in this valley, and instead allowed the communities to utilize 
local materials and techniques to build the tampus.  
 The results from the elemental analysis of pottery sherds helps to shed 
light on the ceramic production conducted in the Huancabamba Valley during the 
Late Horizon. Analysis of the pottery sherds from the six archaeological sites 
selected for this study illustrates the use of various clay sources in the 
manufacture of ceramics. The large numbers of pottery sherds identified in each 
site were domestic. The production was clearly performed without strict controls 
from the Inca state or the local elite, and the raw materials used in the production 
were located in close proximity to the site. The use of various paste colors also 
validates the intentional use of more than one clay source by the potters. 
Moreover, the lack of evidence of large production areas in the valley bolsters the 
notion that the pottery was produced at the household level and consumed within 
the community or kin group.  
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 Of the pottery sherds examined for this study, some exhibited evidence of 
decoration (painting) or final surface treatment (smoothing or slip). These sherds 
contained similar chemical values to those of domestic pottery. It is probable that 
both domestic and decorated pottery were produced in the same context as part 
of the labor service required by the Inca state. The results from the study reveal 
that only a few pottery sherds contained different chemical values and were most 
likely produced outside of the Huancabamba Valley.   
 There is no archaeological evidence to address the social relation of 
pottery production; however, the use of different clay sources at one site could 
indicate that many potters were in charge of pottery production.  Since most of 
the sherds discovered at the site areas were from domestic pottery, it is most 
likely that the production of pottery occurred at the household level, whereby the 
potter obtained the clay based on distance and availability. This bolsters my 
hypothesis that clay sources in the Huancabamba Valley were not under the 
control of the Inca state. 
 This research indicated that pottery production in the valley incorporated 
the potters’ traditional techniques, and the relocated communities were assigned 
agricultural lands. According to the organization for craft production proposed by 
Costin (1986, 1991) the production of everyday pottery was performed on a part-
time basis and was used to support the household economy and to provide the 
required production quota to the Inca state as part of the mit’a system. 
 Since there are few studies on Inca occupation of the north region, there is 
limited archaeological data on what transpired in the Huancabamba Valley.   
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Thus this study of pottery sherds provides insights on the valley’s cultural history.    
The results contained in this thesis shed new light on the administration of the 
Inca state in this particular province during the Late Horizon. That said, it is clear 
that additional studies need to be conducted in the Huancabamba Valley in order 
to understand the cultural changes that occurred during the Inca and Spanish 
occupations, and how modern native communities occupying this valley evolved. 
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Appendix 
Pottery Types and Trace Element Tables   
         Table A1. Pottery Assemblage of each site  
 
USF # Sample Site Pottery Type 
17277 CAJ001 Pucara Viejo long-necked jar 
17278 CAJ002 Pucara Viejo long-necked jar 
17279 CAJ003 Pucara Viejo long-necked jar 
17280 CAJ004 Pucara Viejo long-necked jar 
17281 CAJ005 Pucara Viejo long-necked jar 
17282 CAJ006 Pucara Viejo flared-rim jar 
17283 CAJ007 Pucara Viejo bowl 
17284 CAJ008 Pucara Viejo long-necked jar 
17285 CAJ009 Pucara Viejo long-necked jar 
17286 CAJ010 Pucara Viejo long-necked jar 
17287 CAJ011 Pucara Viejo long-necked jar 
17288 CAJ012 Pucara Viejo long-necked jar 
17289 CAJ013 Pucara Viejo bowl/beige 
17290 CAJ014 Pucara Viejo bowl 
17291 CAJ015 Pucara Viejo long-necked jar 
17292 CAJ016 Pucara Viejo long-necked jar 
17293 CAJ017 Pucara Viejo long-necked jar 
17294 CAJ018 Pucara Viejo flared-rim jar 
17295 CAJ019 Pucara Viejo long-necked jar 
17296 CAJ020 Pucara Viejo long-necked jar 
17297 CAJ021 Pucara Viejo long-necked jar 
17298 CAJ022 Pucara Viejo long-necked jar 
17299 CAJ023 Pucara Viejo long-necked jar 
17300 CAJ024 Pucara Viejo handle 
17301 CAJ025 Pucara Viejo bowl 
17302 CAJ026 Pucara Viejo long-necked jar 
17303 CAJ027 Pucara Viejo long-necked jar 
17304 CAJ028 Pucara Viejo long-necked jar 
17305 CAJ029 Pucara Viejo long-necked jar 
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          (Table A1 continued) 
USF # Sample Site Pottery Type 
17306 CAJ030 Pucara Viejo bowl 
17307 CAJ031 Pucara Viejo long-necked jar 
17308 CAJ032 Pucara Viejo long-necked jar 
17309 CAJ033 Pucara Viejo long-necked jar 
17310 CAJ034 Pucara Viejo bowl 
17311 CAJ035 Pucara Viejo long-necked jar 
17312 CAJ036 Pucara Viejo bowl 
17313 CAJ037 Pucara Viejo base 
17314 CAJ038 Pucara Viejo long-necked jar 
17315 CAJ039 Pucara Viejo long-necked jar 
17316 CAJ040 Pucara Viejo long-necked jar 
17317 CAJ041 Pucara Viejo long-necked jar 
17318 CAJ042 Pucara Viejo long-necked jar 
17319 CAJ043 Pucara Viejo long-necked jar 
17320 CAJ044 La Huaca decorated sherd 
17321 CAJ045 La Huaca decorated sherd 
17322 CAJ046 La Huaca decorated sherd 
17323 CAJ047 La Huaca decorated sherd 
17324 CAJ048 La Huaca decorated sherd 
17325 CAJ049 La Huaca long-necked jar 
17326 CAJ050 La Huaca long-necked jar 
17327 CAJ051 La Huaca long-necked jar 
17328 CAJ052 La Huaca long-necked jar 
17329 CAJ053 La Huaca long-necked jar 
17330 CAJ054 La Huaca long-necked jar 
17331 CAJ055 La Huaca decorated sherd 
17332 CAJ056 La Huaca Early Horizon 
17333 CAJ057 La Huaca Early Horizon 
17334 CAJ058 La Huaca decorated sherd 
17335 CAJ059 La Huaca Early Horizon 
17336 CAJ060 La Huaca long-necked jar 
17337 CAJ061 La Huaca long-necked jar 
17338 CAJ062 La Huaca long-necked jar 
17339 CAJ063 La Huaca long-necked jar 
17340 CAJ064 La Huaca long-necked jar 
17341 CAJ065 La Huaca long-necked jar 
17342 CAJ066 La Huaca long-necked jar 
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          (Table A1 continued) 
USF # Sample Site Pottery Type 
17343 CAJ067 La Huaca long-necked jar 
17344 CAJ068 La Huaca long-necked jar 
17345 CAJ069 La Huaca long-necked jar 
17346 CAJ070 La Huaca long-necked jar 
17347 CAJ071 La Huaca long-necked jar 
17348 CAJ072 La Huaca long-necked jar 
17349 CAJ073 La Huaca long-necked jar 
17350 CAJ074 Ingatambo long-necked jar 
17351 CAJ075 Ingatambo long-necked jar 
17352 CAJ076 Ingatambo bowl 
17353 CAJ077 Ingatambo long-necked jar 
17354 CAJ078 Ingatambo long-necked jar 
17355 CAJ079 Ingatambo long-necked jar 
17356 CAJ080 Ingatambo long-necked jar 
17357 CAJ081 Ingatambo bowl 
17358 CAJ082 Ingatambo long-necked jar 
17359 CAJ083 Ingatambo long-necked jar 
17360 CAJ084 Ingatambo Early Horizon 
17361 CAJ085 Ingatambo long-necked jar 
17362 CAJ086 Ingatambo long-necked jar 
17363 CAJ087 Ingatambo long-necked jar 
17364 CAJ088 Ingatambo long-necked jar 
17365 CAJ089 Ingatambo long-necked jar 
17366 CAJ090 Ingatambo long-necked jar 
17367 CAJ091 Ingatambo long-necked jar 
17368 CAJ092 Ingatambo bowl 
17369 CAJ093 Ingatambo Early Horizon 
17370 CAJ094 Ingatambo bowl 
17371 CAJ095 Ingatambo handle 
17372 CAJ096 Ingatambo long-necked jar 
17373 CAJ097 Ingatambo long-necked jar 
17374 CAJ098 Ingatambo long-necked jar 
17375 CAJ099 Ingatambo long-necked jar 
17376 CAJ100 Ingatambo Early Horizon 
17377 CAJ101 Ingatambo long-necked jar 
17378 CAJ102 Ingatambo long-necked jar 
17379 CAJ103 Ingatambo long-necked jar 
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          (Table A1 Continued) 
USF # Sample Site Pottery Type 
17380 CAJ104 Ingatambo long-necked jar 
17381 CAJ105 Ingatambo long-necked jar 
17382 CAJ106 Ingatambo long-necked jar 
17383 CAJ107 Ingatambo long-necked jar 
17384 CAJ108 Ingatambo Early Horizon 
17385 CAJ109 Ingatambo Early Horizon 
17386 CAJ110 Ingatambo bowl 
17387 CAJ111 Ingatambo paleteado 
17388 CAJ112 Ingatambo long-necked jar 
17389 CAJ113 Ingatambo Early Horizon 
17390 CAJ114 Ingatambo long-necked jar 
17391 CAJ115 Ingatambo long-necked jar 
17392 CAJ116 Ingatambo neckless jar 
17393 CAJ117 Ingatambo long-necked jar 
17394 CAJ118 Alumbre decorated sherd 
17395 CAJ119 Alumbre paleteado 
17396 CAJ120 Alumbre long-necked jar 
17397 CAJ121 Alumbre long-necked jar 
17398 CAJ122 Alumbre long-necked jar 
17399 CAJ123 Alumbre long-necked jar 
17400 CAJ124 Alumbre long-necked jar 
17401 CAJ125 Alumbre long-necked jar 
17402 CAJ126 Alumbre long-necked jar 
17403 CAJ127 Alumbre long-necked jar 
17404 CAJ128 Alumbre long-necked jar 
17405 CAJ129 Alumbre long-necked jar 
17406 CAJ130 Alumbre decorated sherd/plate 
17407 CAJ131 Alumbre long-necked jar 
17408 CAJ132 Alumbre long-necked jar 
17409 CAJ133 Alumbre cambered-rim jar  
17410 CAJ134 Alumbre cambered-rim jar  
17411 CAJ135 Alumbre plate 
17412 CAJ136 Alumbre plate 
17413 CAJ137 Alumbre long-necked jar 
17414 CAJ138 Alumbre paleteado 
17415 CAJ139 Alumbre base 
17416 CAJ140 Alumbre long-necked jar 
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          (Table A1 continued) 
USF # Sample Site Pottery Type 
17417 CAJ141 Alumbre long-necked jar 
17418 CAJ142 Alumbre long-necked jar 
17419 CAJ143 Alumbre paleteado 
17420 CAJ144 Yerma handle 
17421 CAJ145 Yerma base 
17422 CAJ146 Yerma long-necked jar 
17423 CAJ147 Yerma long-necked jar 
17424 CAJ148 Yerma long-necked jar 
17425 CAJ149 Yerma long-necked jar 
17426 CAJ150 Yerma Early Horizon 
17427 CAJ151 Yerma cambered-rim jar  
17428 CAJ152 Yerma long-necked jar 
17429 CAJ153 Yerma long-necked jar 
17430 CAJ154 Yerma long-necked jar 
17431 CAJ155 Yerma handle 
17432 CAJ156 Yerma long-necked jar 
17433 CAJ157 Yerma Early Horizon 
17434 CAJ158 Yerma long-necked jar 
17435 CAJ159 Yerma paleteado 
17436 CAJ160 Yerma long-necked jar 
17437 CAJ161 Yerma Early Horizon 
17438 CAJ162 Yerma long-necked jar 
17439 CAJ163 Yerma long-necked jar 
17440 CAJ164 Yerma long-necked jar 
17441 CAJ165 Yerma long-necked jar 
17442 CAJ166 Yerma long-necked jar 
17443 CAJ167 Yerma long-necked jar 
17444 CAJ168 Yerma Early Horizon 
17445 CAJ169 Yerma long-necked jar 
17446 CAJ170 Yerma long-necked jar 
17447 CAJ171 Yerma long-necked jar 
17448 CAJ172 Tasajeras plate 
17449 CAJ173 Tasajeras paleteado 
17450 CAJ174 Tasajeras long-necked jar 
17451 CAJ175 Tasajeras decorated sherd 
17452 CAJ176 Tasajeras long-necked jar 
17453 CAJ177 Tasajeras plate 
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          (Table A1 continued) 
USF # Sample Site Pottery Type 
17454 CAJ178 Tasajeras long-necked jar 
17455 CAJ179 Tasajeras bowl/caolin 
17456 CAJ180 Tasajeras plate 
17457 CAJ181 Tasajeras long-necked jar 
17458 CAJ182 Tasajeras long-necked jar 
17459 CAJ183 Tasajeras plate 
17460 CAJ184 Tasajeras long-necked jar 
17461 CAJ185 Tasajeras plate 
17462 CAJ186 Tasajeras cambered-rim jar  
17463 CAJ187 Tasajeras long-necked jar 
17464 CAJ188 Tasajeras bowl/caolin 
17465 CAJ189 Tasajeras bowl/caolin 
17466 CAJ190 Tasajeras long-necked jar 
17467 CAJ191 Tasajeras paleteado 
17468 CAJ192 Tasajeras long-necked jar 
17469 CAJ193 Tasajeras cambered-rim jar  
17470 CAJ194 Tasajeras bowl/caolin 
17471 CAJ195 Tasajeras bowl/caolin 
17472 CAJ196 Tasajeras long-necked jar 
17473 CAJ197 Tasajeras plate 
17474 CAJ198 Tasajeras long-necked jar 
17475 CAJ199 Tasajeras long-necked jar 
17476 CAJ200 Tasajeras long-necked jar 
17477 CAJ201 Tasajeras plate 
17478 CAJ202 Tasajeras long-necked jar 
17479 CAJ203 Tasajeras long-necked jar 
17480 CAJ204 Tasajeras plate 
17481 CAJ205 Tasajeras long-necked jar 
17482 CAJ206 Tasajeras paleteado 
17483 CAJ207 Tasajeras handle 
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       Table A2. Trace and mayor elements (ppm) of each pottery sample 
 
USF # Sample Site Chemical Elements 
Ba Fe Rb Sr Y  Zr Nb 
17277 CAJ001i Pucara Viejo 2202 24851 81 1160 13 98 35 
17278 CAJ002 Pucara Viejo 3142 32518 52 837 19 125 37 
17279 CAJ003 Pucara Viejo 2966 31112 48 707 21 133 42 
17280 CAJ004i Pucara Viejo 3114 27722 44 474 21 125 42 
17281 CAJ005 Pucara Viejo 2870 23936 49 1718 9 105 28 
17282 CAJ006i Pucara Viejo 2998 29054 53 514 21 146 41 
17283 CAJ007 Pucara Viejo 2071 33854 66 455 22 160 53 
17284 CAJ008 Pucara Viejo 2274 24964 74 1093 7 88 32 
17285 CAJ009 Pucara Viejo 3578 29760 58 790 24 140 43 
17286 CAJ010 Pucara Viejo 4309 22347 50 465 24 137 43 
17287 CAJ011 Pucara Viejo 3274 27357 52 551 25 124 40 
17288 CAJ012 Pucara Viejo 2295 26986 65 1113 22 94 37 
17289 CAJ013 Pucara Viejo 2220 27313 81 1179 9 84 37 
17290 CAJ014 Pucara Viejo 2609 32599 76 785 23 177 52 
17291 CAJ015 Pucara Viejo 3698 26446 49 630 25 140 42 
17292 CAJ016 Pucara Viejo 3107 29481 54 716 18 171 40 
17293 CAJ017i Pucara Viejo 2789 27513 60 517 28 118 42 
17294 CAJ018i Pucara Viejo 3639 28532 42 656 26 146 43 
17295 CAJ019 Pucara Viejo 3845 29112 50 850 23 126 40 
17296 CAJ020 Pucara Viejo 5099 24654 50 1856 20 91 36 
17297 CAJ021i Pucara Viejo 3848 25876 49 510 26 137 45 
17298 CAJ022 Pucara Viejo 2831 25824 63 1555 10 99 28 
17299 CAJ023 Pucara Viejo 3846 33604 57 1074 14 90 32 
17300 CAJ024 Pucara Viejo 2556 27500 78 1420 22 108 30 
17301 CAJ025e Pucara Viejo 2232 33759 65 468 23 129 42 
17302 CAJ026 Pucara Viejo 2237 34146 78 656 20 186 43 
17303 CAJ027 Pucara Viejo 3818 33937 43 661 25 188 45 
17304 CAJ028 Pucara Viejo 4212 24996 43 864 25 161 42 
17305 CAJ029 Pucara Viejo 3423 31329 58 687 23 146 43 
17306 CAJ030 Pucara Viejo 5720 17074 59 1486 20 156 41 
17307 CAJ031 Pucara Viejo 1493 34385 110 341 21 136 40 
17308 CAJ032 Pucara Viejo 1974 31125 97 231 29 102 44 
17309 CAJ033 Pucara Viejo 1699 27519 78 561 18 91 37 
17310 CAJ034 Pucara Viejo 3537 31689 67 581 28 161 41 
17311 CAJ035 Pucara Viejo 2719 29362 61 418 28 174 45 
17312 CAJ036e Pucara Viejo 4257 27753 58 1107 18 146 36 
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       (Table A2 continued) 
 
USF # Sample Site Chemical Elements 
Ba Fe Rb Sr Y  Zr Nb 
17313 CAJ037 Pucara Viejo 1173 21084 108 356 20 158 46 
17314 CAJ038 Pucara Viejo 3225 29480 52 556 24 122 41 
17315 CAJ039e Pucara Viejo 3620 31268 54 726 18 156 40 
17316 CAJ040 Pucara Viejo 2035 34423 95 385 23 136 40 
17317 CAJ041 Pucara Viejo 2102 28374 79 755 13 110 36 
17318 CAJ042 Pucara Viejo 2110 27548 67 737 12 95 35 
17319 CAJ043e Pucara Viejo 4017 24410 43 1096 25 141 39 
17320 CAJ044 La Huaca 2 1627 28382 55 214 24 133 43 
17321 CAJ045 La Huaca 2 1185 24830 77 85 19 157 45 
17322 CAJ046 La Huaca 2 1467 26837 68 224 24 188 45 
17323 CAJ047 La Huaca 2 1533 27306 94 228 34 238 56 
17324 CAJ048 La Huaca 2 1602 33530 84 169 25 210 49 
17325 CAJ049 La Huaca 2 4239 19495 43 410 23 111 43 
17326 CAJ050 La Huaca 2 3382 23205 42 383 24 125 42 
17327 CAJ051 La Huaca 2 2359 34261 97 307 25 145 50 
17328 CAJ052 La Huaca 2 2760 33572 33 635 16 81 38 
17329 CAJ053i La Huaca 2 1876 34208 75 490 16 162 38 
17330 CAJ054 La Huaca 2 5431 14312 40 576 22 97 40 
17331 CAJ055 La Huaca 2 845 23653 179 211 67 171 60 
17332 CAJ056 La Huaca 2 1821 29097 47 156 25 137 45 
17333 CAJ057 La Huaca 2 1619 34285 155 196 39 235 61 
17334 CAJ058 La Huaca 2 626 24534 127 100 23 218 48 
17335 CAJ059 La Huaca 2 1490 26452 147 292 31 253 63 
17336 CAJ060i La Huaca 2 3523 22191 35 255 33 147 44 
17337 CAJ061 La Huaca 2 2755 33061 39 573 16 95 39 
17338 CAJ062 La Huaca 2 1687 33271 90 330 21 165 44 
17339 CAJ063 La Huaca 2 1675 30336 80 515 16 108 40 
17340 CAJ064 La Huaca 2 2788 33718 49 611 20 98 37 
17341 CAJ065 La Huaca 2 1997 34450 76 504 14 104 37 
17342 CAJ066 La Huaca 2 1627 23477 64 452 17 146 40 
17343 CAJ067 La Huaca 2 3701 20388 48 282 32 133 45 
17344 CAJ068 La Huaca 2 2599 34082 38 700 14 89 37 
17345 CAJ069e La Huaca 2 3975 15829 50 273 32 151 43 
17346 CAJ070 La Huaca 2 2124 34246 61 441 20 141 41 
17347 CAJ071 La Huaca 2 2048 33188 96 237 27 184 45 
17348 CAJ072 La Huaca 2 1361 27467 79 408 15 94 39 
17349 CAJ073 La Huaca 2 2562 34207 66 488 17 114 41 
17350 CAJ074 Ingatambo 2675 29483 78 213 28 233 49 
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      (Table A2 continued) 
 
USF # Sample Site Chemical Elements 
Ba Fe Rb Sr Y  Zr Nb 
17351 CAJ075 Ingatambo 2006 32298 64 395 17 175 40 
17352 CAJ076 Ingatambo 2425 27228 31 126 22 130 45 
17353 CAJ077 Ingatambo 1133 26302 83 247 25 121 43 
17354 CAJ078 Ingatambo 1685 31132 76 411 20 120 39 
17355 CAJ079 Ingatambo 1692 34385 109 103 33 236 50 
17356 CAJ080 Ingatambo 2094 29518 44 216 34 76 42 
17357 CAJ081 Ingatambo 1055 25971 76 224 26 135 46 
17358 CAJ082 Ingatambo 1665 34495 91 286 28 145 48 
17359 CAJ083 Ingatambo 2514 27094 45 482 23 104 38 
17360 CAJ084i Ingatambo 3559 23545 68 394 18 107 41 
17361 CAJ085i Ingatambo 2185 33865 53 446 20 127 42 
17362 CAJ086 Ingatambo 2467 27672 40 502 23 80 38 
17363 CAJ087 Ingatambo 3506 33165 40 685 16 100 37 
17364 CAJ088 Ingatambo 2982 19349 41 256 21 81 41 
17365 CAJ089 Ingatambo 1969 34131 46 363 23 96 41 
17366 CAJ090 Ingatambo 2687 15091 70 374 21 116 40 
17367 CAJ091 Ingatambo 2701 28759 35 429 21 88 38 
17368 CAJ092 Ingatambo 2662 22841 41 277 24 90 41 
17369 CAJ093 Ingatambo 1641 34466 79 170 24 144 44 
17370 CAJ094 Ingatambo 3103 25069 40 439 23 150 42 
17371 CAJ095 Ingatambo 3003 22883 85 243 23 125 42 
17372 CAJ096 Ingatambo 5297 20216 70 629 20 121 41 
17373 CAJ097 Ingatambo 1864 32125 56 484 18 150 40 
17374 CAJ098 Ingatambo 1945 34111 31 270 26 97 41 
17375 CAJ099 Ingatambo 2455 32348 38 417 22 88 38 
17376 CAJ100 Ingatambo 4289 27513 31 592 16 130 37 
17377 CAJ101 Ingatambo 2404 26680 67 461 17 117 40 
17378 CAJ102 Ingatambo 3564 28948 72 380 21 93 42 
17379 CAJ103 Ingatambo 2290 33648 51 413 23 79 39 
17380 CAJ104 Ingatambo 3185 32937 31 501 18 94 39 
17381 CAJ105 Ingatambo 2025 34499 35 241 22 101 41 
17382 CAJ106 Ingatambo 2132 33941 46 362 22 99 40 
17383 CAJ107 Ingatambo 2298 12915 67 118 28 136 47 
17384 CAJ108 Ingatambo 3015 34478 38 536 18 148 38 
17385 CAJ109i Ingatambo 2898 32341 56 575 20 85 39 
17386 CAJ110 Ingatambo 1976 32025 80 238 24 127 44 
17387 CAJ111 Ingatambo 2170 off scale 59 132 27 148 45 
17388 CAJ112 Ingatambo 1404 31370 62 323 21 132 42 
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     (Table A2 continued) 
 
USF # Sample Site Chemical Elements 
Ba Fe Rb Sr Y  Zr Nb 
17389 CAJ113 Ingatambo 2623 31324 44 1292 12 106 32 
17390 CAJ114 Ingatambo 2933 29927 66 244 24 167 44 
17391 CAJ115 Ingatambo 4128 off scale 22 131 24 121 44 
17392 CAJ116 Ingatambo 1521 31785 65 389 22 130 43 
17393 CAJ117 Ingatambo 2135 34438 52 460 20 138 40 
17394 CAJ118 Alumbre 1804 25940 27 253 22 178 43 
17395 CAJ119 Alumbre 1306 31355 85 181 20 132 44 
17396 CAJ120 Alumbre 1599 34404 36 284 29 120 43 
17397 CAJ121 Alumbre 1654 34276 38 361 27 131 43 
17398 CAJ122 Alumbre 1873 32339 28 125 24 200 48 
17399 CAJ123 Alumbre 1532 30468 22 332 23 144 43 
17400 CAJ124 Alumbre 1621 30344 27 435 24 125 40 
17401 CAJ125 Alumbre 1633 34263 59 172 19 172 46 
17402 CAJ126 Alumbre 1420 29239 30 215 22 173 44 
17403 CAJ127 Alumbre 1701 29364 17 325 21 138 42 
17404 CAJ128 Alumbre 1638 28461 18 382 22 128 39 
17405 CAJ129 Alumbre 1731 25235 15 368 27 223 44 
17406 CAJ130 Alumbre 1048 20135 22 99 27 200 47 
17407 CAJ131 Alumbre 820 26330 87 89 23 187 47 
17408 CAJ132 Alumbre 1439 22296 25 283 23 192 43 
17409 CAJ133 Alumbre 1666 32542 53 215 23 133 42 
17410 CAJ134e Alumbre 1586 30841 69 126 30 112 45 
17411 CAJ135 Alumbre 1310 33307 64 287 24 117 42 
17412 CAJ136 Alumbre 1641 33500 87 137 24 129 47 
17413 CAJ137 Alumbre 2422 33910 97 195 26 173 45 
17414 CAJ138 Alumbre 1849 20989 71 128 24 123 46 
17415 CAJ139 Alumbre 843 13950 89 141 18 141 43 
17416 CAJ140 Alumbre 1825 27477 21 503 24 134 40 
17417 CAJ141 Alumbre 1127 30375 74 190 18 109 43 
17418 CAJ142 Alumbre 1687 33848 63 148 17 162 44 
17419 CAJ143e Alumbre 1220 33463 68 140 26 113 47 
17420 CAJ144 Yerma 1766 33298 110 144 35 223 56 
17421 CAJ145 Yerma 2008 34119 80 139 39 262 58 
17422 CAJ146 Yerma 1992 30265 78 312 26 198 47 
17423 CAJ147 Yerma 1860 33044 52 147 23 113 45 
17424 CAJ148 Yerma 1982 31859 77 351 27 178 45 
17425 CAJ149 Yerma 1631 28853 90 211 28 187 48 
17426 CAJ150 Yerma 1856 34239 66 160 18 131 48 
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      (Table A2 continued) 
 
USF # Sample Site Chemical Elements 
Ba Fe Rb Sr Y  Zr Nb 
17427 CAJ151 Yerma 1990 18103 66 134 28 119 47 
17428 CAJ152 Yerma 1903 30985 76 247 27 169 45 
17429 CAJ153 Yerma 2673 34244 56 347 21 125 42 
17430 CAJ154i Yerma 1583 33832 77 372 24 155 45 
17431 CAJ155 Yerma 1937 31698 101 200 26 207 48 
17432 CAJ156 Yerma 2035 33097 87 194 21 186 44 
17433 CAJ157 Yerma 2181 32724 106 240 30 198 51 
17434 CAJ158 Yerma 3931 31882 42 308 20 172 41 
17435 CAJ159 Yerma 1871 29082 110 287 24 190 48 
17436 CAJ160 Yerma 1036 29290 88 180 27 136 45 
17437 CAJ161 Yerma 1805 33970 42 185 25 113 44 
17438 CAJ162 Yerma 1183 34080 81 127 29 161 48 
17439 CAJ163 Yerma 1256 32844 77 174 18 148 44 
17440 CAJ164 Yerma 1717 34259 48 180 28 127 44 
17441 CAJ165 Yerma 1333 32197 64 221 35 145 45 
17442 CAJ166 Yerma 3417 32034 55 459 19 128 42 
17443 CAJ167 Yerma 677 32261 140 71 23 215 47 
17444 CAJ168 Yerma 1856 29163 54 209 25 154 45 
17445 CAJ169 Yerma 1178 33748 65 175 19 110 43 
17446 CAJ170 Yerma 1954 34353 59 191 23 146 44 
17447 CAJ171 Yerma 1152 33550 75 130 20 141 45 
17448 CAJ172 Tasajeras 2464 33123 42 306 22 63 42 
17449 CAJ173 Tasajeras 1972 33628 114 157 31 208 51 
17450 CAJ174 Tasajeras 1613 20775 33 280 17 127 42 
17451 CAJ175 Tasajeras 1460 17968 104 259 21 245 51 
17452 CAJ176 Tasajeras 1750 31975 42 402 17 94 41 
17453 CAJ177i Tasajeras 4971 off scale 96 169 24 169 45 
17454 CAJ178 Tasajeras 1886 33992 74 162 20 152 47 
17455 CAJ179 Tasajeras 1396 17424 50 332 23 103 42 
17456 CAJ180 Tasajeras 1431 32974 131 93 31 158 50 
17457 CAJ181 Tasajeras 2975 27128 58 237 16 88 43 
17458 CAJ182 Tasajeras 4153 27131 87 254 23 143 46 
17459 CAJ183 Tasajeras 1326 33935 117 208 20 136 47 
17460 CAJ184 Tasajeras 3692 25617 70 120 39 148 47 
17461 CAJ185 Tasajeras 2474 34311 57 529 14 105 41 
17462 CAJ186 Tasajeras 958 33703 119 93 33 165 48 
17463 CAJ187 Tasajeras 1437 33800 134 95 32 177 53 
17464 CAJ188 Tasajeras 1456 22992 50 257 18 121 43 
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USF # Sample Site Chemical Elements 
Ba Fe Rb Sr Y  Zr Nb 
17465 CAJ189 Tasajeras 1614 23493 48 269 17 125 41 
17466 CAJ190 Tasajeras 3877 27493 61 200 18 160 45 
17467 CAJ191 Tasajeras 1028 33934 136 112 35 177 50 
17468 CAJ192 Tasajeras 592 24533 126 94 30 176 48 
17469 CAJ193 Tasajeras 1062 33796 137 83 37 210 52 
17470 CAJ194 Tasajeras 1227 20927 35 98 24 193 48 
17471 CAJ195 Tasajeras 1650 17413 56 452 18 110 41 
17472 CAJ196 Tasajeras 1840 33959 121 138 24 180 48 
17473 CAJ197 Tasajeras 1672 32851 149 262 37 188 52 
17474 CAJ198 Tasajeras 1625 28582 38 308 17 100 42 
17475 CAJ199 Tasajeras 1351 33387 139 123 33 175 51 
17476 CAJ200 Tasajeras 2537 31589 56 301 21 152 42 
17477 CAJ201 Tasajeras 1253 34052 141 81 36 220 51 
17478 CAJ202 Tasajeras 1940 24861 191 99 29 143 46 
17479 CAJ203 Tasajeras 1375 21964 117 249 27 207 51 
17480 CAJ204 Tasajeras 1928 29174 144 102 36 188 53 
17481 CAJ205 Tasajeras 2020 33499 74 689 12 107 39 
17482 CAJ206 Tasajeras 1432 34423 124 129 32 178 49 
17483 CAJ207 Tasajeras 3080 34334 80 347 25 115 45 
17484 Limon clay Limon clay 894 30883 38 49 48 185 46 
17485 Ingatambo clay Ingatambo clay 1180 32431 73 209 24 170 45 
17486 P. Colorada clay P. Colorada clay 984 29444 70 73 14 96 42 
17487 Yerma clay Yerma clay 857 29417 90 95 28 222 48 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
